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Abstract

Microblogs data is the microlength user-generated data that is posted on the web, e.g., tweets, online reviews, comments on
news and social media. It has gained considerable attention in recent years due to its widespread popularity, rich content,
and value in several societal applications. Nowadays, microblogs applications span a wide spectrum of interests including
targeted advertising, market reports, news delivery, political campaigns, rescue services, and public health. Consequently,
major research efforts have been spent to manage, analyze, and visualize microblogs to support different applications. This
paper gives a comprehensive review of major research and system work in microblogs data management. The paper reviews
core components that enable large-scale querying and indexing for microblogs data. A dedicated part gives particular focus
for discussing system-level issues and on-going effort on supporting microblogs through the rising wave of big data systems.
In addition, we review the major research topics that exploit these core data management components to provide innovative
and effective analysis and visualization for microblogs, such as event detection, recommendations, automatic geotagging, and
user queries. Throughout the different parts, we highlight the challenges, innovations, and future opportunities in microblogs
data research.
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1 Introduction

Microblogs data, the microlength user-generated data that
is posted on the web, such as tweets, online reviews, news
comments, social media comments, and user check-ins, has
become very popular in recent years. As microlength data, it
is easy and quick for users to generate plenty of them every
day. In fact, every day, over one billion users post more
than four billions microblogs [104,331] on Facebook and
Twitter. Such tremendous amounts of user-generated data
have rich content, e.g., news, updates on on-going events,
reviews, location information, language information, user
information, discussions in politics, products, and many oth-
ers. This richness has motivated researchers and developers
worldwide to take advantage of microblogs to support a
wide variety of practical applications [227,249], including
public health [140,272], disaster response [101,144,145,156,
157,161,304], public safety [325], education [354], real-time
news delivery [8], geo-targeted advertising [256], and several
disciplines of academic research such as social science [330],
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information modeling [270], human dynamics [308], engage-
ment in education [328], political sciences [329], behavioral
sciences [335], and even medical-related research [135]. The
distinguished nature of microblogs data that combines large
data sizes, high velocity, and short noisy text, has introduced
new challenges, which motivated researchers to develop
numerous novel techniques to support microblogs data man-
agement, analysis, and visualization at scale.

This paper provides a comprehensive review for existing
major techniques and systems for microblogs data manage-
ment since the inception of Twitter in 2006. The literature
on microblogs is rich and includes several major research
communities, e.g., data management, natural language pro-
cessing, and information retrieval. However, this survey
paper is addressed to the data management community that
provides scalable infrastructures for indexing and query-
ing microblogs and incorporate them in data management
systems to enable managing this data at scale. The paper
includes three main parts. The first part reviews core index-
ing and query processing components of microblogs data
management, including their query languages and associ-
ated main-memory management techniques. The second
part focuses on major genres of data management systems
that are either designed for microblogs data or equipped
with infrastructures to manage fast and large data, which
are distinguishing characteristics for microblogs. The third
part highlights major research topics that exploit data man-
agement infrastructures to build applications and analysis
modules on top of microblogs, such as visual analysis,
user analysis queries, and event detection. This part does
not include other major research directions, e.g., natural
language processing and information retrieval, as they are
orthogonal to the data management research and out of the
scope of this paper. In fact, dedicated survey papers review
parts of their literature [80,117].

Figure 1 depicts a summary of different parts and the
research topics that will be covered in this survey paper in
a timeline format. The horizontal axis in Fig. 1 represents
the year of publication or system release for each tech-
nique/system, while the vertical axis represents the research
topic. The techniques are then classified into three categories:
(1) techniques that deal with real-time data, i.e., very recent
data, depicted by a filled black circle, (2) techniques that
deal with historical data, depicted by a blank circle, and
(3) techniques that deal with both real-time and historical
data, depicted by a blank triangle. As the vertical axis of
Fig. 1 depicts, the paper is organized around three main parts:
indexing and querying, systems, and data analysis, each part
is outlined below:
(1) Data indexing and querying: this part covers existing
work for indexing and querying microblogs data that is
depicted in the first to third rows of Fig. 1 and includes the
following three topics:

– Query languages: this work provides generic query
languages that support SQL-like queries on top of
microblogs. This facilitates basic operators and advanced
functions to express a variety of queries on microblogs.

– Indexing and query processing: this work includes var-
ious indexing and their associated query processing
techniques that have been proposed to index incom-
ing microblogs either in main-memory [50,51,211,223,
229,305,360] or in disk [60,223]. This includes key-
word search based on temporal ranking [51,60], single-
attribute search based on generic ranking functions [211],
spatial-aware search that exploits location information
in microblogs [229], personalized social-aware search
that exploits the social graph and produces user-specific
search results [205], and aggregate queries [50,225,305]
that find trending keywords and correlated location-topic
pairs instead of individual microblog items.

– Main-memory management: this work includes tech-
niques that optimize for main-memory consumption and
utilization. Most microblogs indexing techniques depend
on main-memory to manage microblogs in real time.
Thus, some techniques are equipped for main-memory
management such that memory resources are efficiently
utilized, either for aggregate queries [225] or basic search
queries that retrieve individual data items [224,229].

(2) Data management systems: this part highlights the cur-
rent state and the challenges of managing microblogs data
through major types of big data systems [18,21,24,26,51,223,
245,315], depicted in the fourth to eighths rows of Fig. 1. In
specific, we give a briefing on system challenges and motiva-
tional case studies to provide system-level data management
for microblogs. Then, we highlight the data management fea-
tures that are related to managing microblogs in the following
system genres:

– Specialized systems: such as Twitter Earlybird [51,
245], Taghreed [223], and Kite [228] that are designed
considering the distinguishing characteristics of microb-
logs data and queries.

– Big semi-structured data management systems: such as
AsterixDB [18] that is a generic big data manage-
ment system to support various data sources. Recently,
AsterixDB has extended its components to support fast
data [121], e.g., microblogs, natively in the system. We
review the fast data support in AsterixDB, which shows
the current challenges of persisting fast data.

– Fast data-optimized database systems: such as
VoltDB [315] that is mainly optimized for database
transactions on fast data, e.g., microblogs. We review
the challenges of supporting transactional applications
on fast data and solutions at the system level.
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– Fast batch processing systems: such as Apache
Spark [24] and Apache Flink [21] that are optimized
to process high-throughput applications on fast data via
batch processing models. We discuss viable use cases
as well as challenges and limitations of such systems to
support efficient management for different microblogs
applications.

– Key-value stores: such as Apache Cassandra [20] and
Redis [279] that store big datasets in key-value pairs.
We discuss the adequacy of such systems to support cer-
tain microblogs applications as well as their limitations
to support other applications.

– Hybrid system architectures: such as gluing stream
processing engine, e.g., Apache Storm [26], with a per-
sistent data store, e.g., MongoDB [252]. We discuss
the challenges to manage real-time data in such setting
showing the need to consider data velocity inherently in
different system components.

(3) Data analysis: this part covers the major types of anal-
ysis on microblogs data that are depicted in the ninth to
thirteenth rows of Fig. 1. The selected types of analysis are
the ones that exploit the data management infrastructure to
pose queries of massive number of microblogs and popular
in the research community. This does not include either ad-
hoc non-research applications, such as web applications that
exploit microblogs data, or orthogonal research directions,
such as linguistic analysis or information retrieval, which
are intractable and dedicated surveys review only portions of
them [80,117]. This part includes the following five types of
analysis:

– Visual analysis: this work covers existing microblogs
data visualization techniques that make use of the
underlying scalable queries to enable visual analysis
for excessive number of microblog records. This work
use both aggregate queries, for aggregation-based visu-
alization [93,114,284,316], non-aggregate queries for
sampling-based visualization [223,294], or a combina-
tion of both [162,236,327].

– User analysis: this work is mainly interested in query-
ing user information for different purposes, such as
identifying top influential users in certain regions or
topics [163,223,336] or discovering users with similar
interests [34,132]. Such users, or group of users, can
be used in several scenarios, including posting ads and
enhancing their social graph.

– Event detection and analysis: this work exploits the fact
that microblogs users post many updates on on-going
events. Such updates are queried, grouped, and analyzed
to discover events in real time [2,292] or analyze long-
term events [238,327], e.g., revolutions.

– Recommendation: this work exploits microblogs user-
generated content as means for catching user preferences
to support diverse recommendation tasks, such as rec-
ommending content to follow [14], real-time news to
read [268], authority users to follow [53], products [384],
or users who share similar interests [132].

– Automatic geotagging: this work tries to attach geo-
locations to microblogs data that are not geotagged
based on analyzing their different attributes. This is
mainly motivated by the small percentage of geotagged
microblogs, e.g., less than 4% of tweets, that is faced by
the need of many location-aware applications on top of
microblogs, e.g., [2,229,256,294].

Other sporadic analysis tasks are addressed on microblogs
data in both research community, e.g., news extraction [268,
294], and topic extraction [143,277], and industrial commu-
nity, e.g., geo-targeted advertising [256] and generic social
media analysis [324,382]. However, we outline the major
analysis that exploit the data management infrastructure and
include a wide variety of research techniques, which is of
interest for the data management research community.

The rest of this paper details each of the three parts
highlighting existing challenges, innovations, and future
opportunities in microblogs data management research. Sec-
tion 2 gives details of the data indexing and querying part.
Section 3 gives details of the data management systems part.
Section 4 gives details of the data analysis part. Finally,
Sect. 5 concludes the paper and discusses different open prob-
lems in microblogs research.

2 Microblogs data indexing and querying

This section gives a comprehensive review for data manage-
ment techniques that support large-scale indexing and query-
ing for microblogs data. We first introduce microblogs query
languages, in Sect. 2.1, that enable high-level declarative
interfaces for querying microblogs. Then, Sect. 2.2 reviews
the core indexing and query processing techniques. Finally,
Sect. 2.3 outlines main-memory management techniques that
are used in association with in-memory index structures.

2.1 Query languages

There are few attempts in the literature to standardize query
languages tailored for the needs of microblogs, and inspired
by SQL query language: TweeQL [237] and MQL [226,228],
each outlined below.

TweeQL [237] is a wrapper over Twitter APIs1 so the
user can post SQL-like queries on top of Twitter data and the

1 https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/api-reference-index.html.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 An overview of microblogs data management literature

underlying query processing is performed through accessing
her Twitter developer account. TweeQL supports Select-

Project-Join-Aggregate queries, recognizing aggregation as
a major part of querying microblogs in several applica-
tions, e.g., trend discovery. In addition, TweeQL allows
two additional constructs. First, built-in filters for the three
major microblog attributes: keywords, spatial, and temporal
attributes. Second, user-defined functions that allow higher-
level analysis of tweets, such as automatic geotagging and
sentiment analysis.

Unlike TweeQL, MQL [226,228], stands for Microblogs

Query Language, is proposed as an inherent part of data
management systems that support microblogs. MQL allows
Select-Project-Join-Count queries, focusing on count as the
only useful aggregate measure on microblogs. The major dis-
tinction of MQL is promoting top-k and temporal aspects as
mandatory in all queries, arguing that there is no practical
microblog query that can avoid these two aspects. Even if
the user does not explicitly provide a top-k ranking function
and temporal horizon for the query, MQL beefs up the query
with default values. In addition, MQL supports filtering data
based on arbitrary attributes, including spatial boundaries and
keywords, and continuous queries similar to traditional data
streams [58,125,250,343,356,358,391].

2.2 Indexing and query processing

This section reviews indexing and query processing tech-
niques that are proposed to support large-scale querying on
microblogs. Figure 2 depicts a high-level overview of this
literature classified based on both query type (Fig. 2a) and
index type (Fig. 2b). Based on query type, existing tech-
niques are classified into non-aggregate querying techniques

(detailed in Sect. 2.2.1) and aggregate querying techniques

(detailed in Sect. 2.2.2). Based on index type, microblogs
are indexed using either tree-based indexing or hash-based

indexing that could employ a single or multiple layers of

hash-based indexes. Table 1 provides more details summariz-
ing these techniques in terms of the query attribute(s), index
structure, index cell content order, and top-k ranking func-
tion. As the table shows, all existing queries on microblog
include both temporal and top-k aspects regardless their other
details. This is attributed to the nature of microblogs as they
come in large numbers around the clock. This large number
mandates retrieving the most useful k microblogs based on a
certain top-k ranking function, otherwise, many useless data
will be reported. In addition, being a kind of streaming data,
the data is real time by nature and many users and applications
are interested in recent microblogs. This inspired almost all
the existing techniques to embed the time aspect by default in
the query signature, unless it is disabled by the user. In fact,
without using the time aspect, a query might retrieve data
from several years ago, which leads to a significant querying
overhead. So, by disabling this default option, users become
aware of the implications on querying performance if they
consider data of long temporal periods.

A generic query signature that represents all queries in
Table 1 is: “Find top-k microblogs/keywords ranked based

on a ranking function F.” In non-aggregate queries that
retrieve individual microblogs, the ranking function F can be
temporal [6,51,60], spatio-temporal [229,230], significance-

temporal [211], or socio-temporal [108] as shown in Table 1.
In aggregate queries [50,167,225,305], the temporal aspect
is used as a filter for queried data and the ranking functions
mostly depend on keyword counts and their derived mea-
sure, e.g., trendline slope, except GeoScope that employs a
correlation measure.

Almost all indexing techniques of microblogs are opti-
mized for high digestion rates in a main-memory index for
real-time data indexing, and secondary-storage indexing is
assumed to have older data to query historical microblogs.
The only exception is TI [60] that primarily uses a disk-based
index. In addition, the query processing techniques are opti-
mized for top-k and temporal queries. The rest of this section
briefly outlines each technique that is shown in Table 1, for
both non-aggregate and aggregate querying.

2.2.1 Non-aggregate indexing and querying

This section reviews non-aggregate querying techniques that
“Find top-k microblogs ranked based on a ranking function

F.”, and retrieve individual microblog records.
TI [60] employs a disk-based inverted index structure

where microblogs are sorted based on their timestamp. The
main idea in TI is to defer indexing unimportant microblogs
to reduce the number of microblogs that are indexed imme-
diately and cope up with the large number of incoming
data records. So, it keeps in memory a set of recent and

popular queries and topics. Then, it categorizes each incom-
ing microblog and decides whether it should be indexed
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Table 1 Summary of indexing and top-k querying of microblogs

Query attribute(s) Index structure Cell content order Top-k ranking function

Top-k non-aggregate queries

TI [60] Keyword, Temporal Inverted index Temporal Temporal recency

Earlybird [51] Keyword, Temporal Inverted index Temporal Temporal recency

ContexEven [6] Keyword, Temporal Inverted index Temporal Popularity and temporal
recency

MIL [52] Keyword, Temporal Multi-layer inverted
index

Temporal Keyword similarity

Mercury [229], Venus [230] Spatial, Temporal Partial quad-tree Temporal Spatial proximity and temporal
recency

LSII [211] Arbitrary, Temporal Log-structured inverted
index

Temporal Significance, keyword
similarity, and temporal
recency

Socio- Temp [205] Social, Keyword, Temporal 3D inverted index Temporal Social relevance, keyword
similarity, and temporal
recency

Proven [360] Keyword, Temporal Inverted index Temporal Provenance similarity

RT- SocialMedia [111] Keyword, Spatial,
Temporal, Social

Inverted index Temporal BM25, Spatial proximity,
Temporal recency, Social
distance

Judicious [372] Keyword Inverted index TF-IDF Keyword similarity

Query attribute(s) Index structure Top-k ranking function

Top-k aggregate queries

AFIA [305] Keyword, Spatial, Temporal Spatiotemporal grid
index

Keyword count

GeoTrend [225] Keyword, Spatial, Temporal Partial quad-tree Keyword count and trendline slope

GARNET [167] Arbitrary, Keyword, Temporal Multi-dimensional grid
index

Keyword count and trendline slope

GeoScope [50] Keyword, Spatial, Temporal Hash index Correlation between locations and topics

immediately or deferred. The categorization considers the
microblog recency, the user’s page rank, popularity of the
topic, and the textual relevance. The unindexed microblogs
are written into log file, and an offline batch indexing is
performed periodically to reduce real-time indexing latency.
This is the first work to consider temporality in optimizing
for microblogs, but it uses disk-based index solution which
cannot scale for high microblogs arrival rate. The following
techniques use in-memory structures that can digest fast data
rates as well as providing low query latency, even though
TI achieves higher indexing throughput compared to tra-
ditional techniques. Indexing time ranges from 0.1 to 1 s
based on index parameter settings, whereas for the traditional
index the indexing time is a constant 1.6 s. Query process-
ing time ranges from 30 to 90 ms as the number of involved
microblogs increases with growing answer size value. Query
accuracy also increases with minimum of 90% for all settings.

Earlybird [51]—the core retrieval engine that powers

Twitter’s real-time search service— is a distributed system
where each node manages multiple inverted index segments

to index keywords in real time. Incoming data first goes to
a partitioner that divides tweets over nodes. In each node,
ingested tweets first fill up the active segment before pro-
ceeding to the next one. Therefore, there is at most one index
segment actively being modified, whereas the remaining seg-
ments are read-only. Each index segment is a traditional
inverted index; however, postings for each term are main-
tained in reverse chronological order. It is worth mentioning
that Earlybird reduces the concurrency management over-
head by adopting a single-writer multiple-readers model
to eliminate any contention and race conditions. When a
query comes, a blender receives it and determines which
nodes should be accessed. Then, the query is posted to these
nodes, the partial answers are retrieved and compiled by the
blender to return the final answer. The experimental evalua-
tion shows that Earlybird achieves 7000 tweet/s indexing
rate at latency of 180 ms.

ContexEven [6] also supports keyword search queries
on real-time microblogs in favor of finding real-time content
of the top-k relevant events. It defines the event context with
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a set of keywords and organizes incoming data in an inverted
index based on these keywords. Each index entry maintains a
list of event ids that correspond to a certain keyword ordered
by a hybrid score that combines popularity and time recency,
while an event is represented with a temporal tree that shows
the chronological order of data within the same event [7].
To cope up with high velocity data, each index entry divides
its posting list into buckets of exponentially growing sizes to
reduce the insertion overhead in real time. In addition, Con-

texEven adapts a lazy update strategy for the index that
defers updating the event id order until it is moved to the
(2 × k)th position, scarifying a slight query accuracy with
real-time efficiency. The query processor then iterates over
all index entries that correspond to the query keywords and
aggregate the event final ranking score from all entries to
return the final top-k events.

MIL [52] is another event-based real-time search system
that employs multi-layer inverted index that organizes event
data based on keywords. The index has m layers, each layer
maintains a separate inverted index. The index key at the i th

layer is a set of i keywords that co-occur in certain events,
while the posting list stores a list of event ids that correspond
to these keywords. So, layer 1 key has a single keyword,
while layer 2 key has a pair of co-occurring keywords and
so on. A new microblog is inserted into all layers that corre-
spond to different combinations of its keywords. Incoming
queries also access all index layers to perform a nearest neigh-
bor search based on cosine similarity. Experiments show that
MIL outperforms variants of its competitor IL in search time,
pruning power, and index update time. MIL search time is
below 2 ms with different data sizes and query length, where
pruning power is constant and it is almost 1. Index update
time is less than 0.1 ms for up to 10 millions records.

Spatiotemporal ranking functions can be depicted in
Mercury [229] and its successor Venus [230]. Mercury

employs a partial quad-tree structure, where each cell con-
tains a list of microblogs that have arrived within the cell
boundary in the last T time units, ordered chronologically.
As traditional data insertions, expiration, and index structur-
ing are very inefficient for real-time data, Mercury employs
bulk data insertion, speculative index cell splitting, pig-
gybacked deletion, and lazy cell merging to significantly
reduce the overall indexing overhead and scale for real-time
microblogs. The bulk insertion buffers incoming data and
insert them every t seconds, where t is 1–2 s, to navigate dif-
ferent index levels once for several thousands microblogs. In
addition, deletion and index structuring operations are piggy-
backed on the insertion navigation. For the index structuring,
cell splitting is performed if and only if the cell exceeds maxi-
mum capacity and the microblogs in that cell will span at least
two quadrants of the quad-tree node. Cell merging is deferred
until at least three out of the four quadrant siblings are empty
to reduce redundant splits and merges in real time. The query

processing in Mercury has two phases, namely the initial-
ization phase and the pruning phase. In the first phase, cells
lying within the query range are ordered based on a spa-
tiotemporal proximity score, and microblogs are retrieved
from these cells based on their score. The pruning phase
tightens the original search boundaries where microblogs
outside the new boundaries are early pruned. This signifi-
cantly reduces the total number of processed microblogs to
get the final answer. Experimental results show that Venus

supports high arrival rates up to 64,000 microblogs/s and
average query latency of 4 ms.

LSII [211] supports top-k queries based on combining
three ranking scores for a microblog: its significance, its key-
word similarity with the query, and its temporal freshness. A
microblog is more significant if it is posted, for example, by
an authority user or has high popularity with large number
of forwards and replies. High keyword similarity indicates a
high relevance to the query and freshness measures the tem-
poral recency of the microblog. LSII consists of a sequence
of m inverted indexes where each index Ii is double in size
its predecessor index Ii−1. The first index I0 is a read–write
structure to which new data is appended, and the microblog
list of each keyword is ordered chronologically. The indexes
from I1 to Im−1 are read-only indexes, and each keyword has
three microblog lists sorted with the three ranking scores. The
small size and simple organization of I0 enable high diges-
tion rates of real-time data, while the three sorted lists of
subsequent indexes enable efficient query processing. When
index Ii−1 size reaches a certain threshold, a merge operation
with index Ii is triggered and index Ii−1 is flushed. To pro-
cess an incoming query, LSII first scans I0 to get the initial
set of top-k microblogs, then it proceeds in scanning other
indexes. If the upper bound of index Ii is no more than the
scores of the top-k candidates, index traversal is stopped and
proceeds to the next one. Since each index Ii is less recent
than index Ii−1, the search is more likely to get pruned at ear-
lier indexes since they have higher fresh scores. Extensions to
LSII include personalized search, when a user is only inter-
ested in microblogs from specific users. Performance of LSII

is compared to append only approach and Triple-Posting-List
approach. The query processing time for LSII is less for both
number of microblogs the query asks for and for the number
of queries in the mixed stream of queries and updates. The
query time is between 1 s and 10 s for varying number of
microblogs asked by a query and increases from this range
linearly with increasing the number of queries. The total pro-
cessing time is almost 10 s and does not vary with changing
the weights of the ranking function.

Another type of ranking is considering the social relevance
as well as the textual relevance along with microblog fresh-
ness. A 3-D inverted index structure is proposed in [205]
where each index cell is a three-dimensional data cube, a
dimension for term frequency, a dimension for social rele-
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vance, and a dimension for time freshness. Each dimension is
partitioned into intervals; the social graph is partitioned with
k-way partitioning using minimum cut utility. The time and
textual dimensions are sorted at indexing time whereas social
dimension is sorted at query time. Data is first partitioned by
time; then, cubes in each time interval are indexed with a
B+ tree to avoid maintaining many empty cubes. New data
records are added to the last time interval. When the size of
data in latest time interval exceeds a threshold, it is concluded
and a new time interval is introduced. For query processing,
cubes are first sorted by their estimated total score. Then,
the query processor iterates over neighboring cubes and gets
actual scores for microblogs. When the existing top-k records
are more relevant than the next unseen cube, the query pro-
cessing terminates and prunes all remaining data cubes to
ensure efficient query latency. The 3-D index outperforms
both time pruning and frequency pruning, the two state-of-
the-art techniques, with an average of 4–8x speedups for most
of the parameter settings.

Proven [360] optimizes keyword search on microblogs
for a unique similarity measure that depends on data prove-
nance, measured through microblog content such as hash-
tags, URLs, and keywords. Incoming microblogs are grouped
into bundles based on their provenance similarities and
ordered based on their temporal evolution. An inverted index
organizes bundles that are continuously updated with incom-
ing microblogs. The inverted index has provenance elements,
such as hashtags, URLs, and keywords as index keys and bun-
dles as values. Through this index, incoming queries retrieve
whole connected bundles of microblogs, which improves the
search result relevance.

RT- SocialMedia [111] proposes a generic index struc-
ture for generic query function that can be extended to support
temporal, spatial and/or social aspects. It proposes using the
inverted index structure with a space-partitioning strategy in
which the documents ids are partitioned into intervals, and
each interval partitions documents based on keywords into
blocks. To facilitate the top-k retrieval, meta-data is stored
within each block. The meta-data includes an interval id, a
maximum score, and a bit map signature to determine which
documents are present in this block. The maximum score is an
upper bound for all documents in the block, so if the current
top kth score exceeds this bound, the block is safely pruned.
The signature field also provides a tighter bound to fasten
the search process as absent documents are not included in
the upper-bound value. Documents are sorted in the inverted
index by the document id, so newer documents are appended
to the end of the list to naturally support the temporal aspect.
To support the spatial aspect, the index is extended with a uni-
form grid where in each cell we store the interval ids present
in this cell, which helps to demote absent documents that
do not appear the query cell. To support social aspect, the
index meta-data is extended with a friendship bitmap, which

helps to determine quickly if a user is a friend of another
user. Experiments show that RT- SocialMedia reports bet-
ter query latency compared to competitors in keyword search
and spatial-keyword search, and better query latency in most
cases as compared to LSII [211] in temporal keyword search.

Judicious [372] is the only microblog querying technique
that does not consider temporality in their indexing. It offers
a compact inverted index structure that treats rare terms,
that are not frequently present in the data, differently from
common terms, that are frequently present. For rare terms,
a traditional inverted index is used. For common terms, a
compact inverted index is proposed that uses block partition-
ing schemes, where microblogs are hashed into intervals,
each interval is stored in a block with maximum score as
meta-data for the block to facilitate early pruning in query
processing. Thus, whole blocks are pruned if their maximum
scores are not within the current query upper bound. Incom-
ing queries has two types, singular queries that ask for one
type of terms, either rare terms or common terms, and mixed
queries that ask for both rare and common terms. Singu-
lar queries are answered from their corresponding index. In
mixed queries, the rare item lists are retrieved first and used
as fancy lists that tighten the query upper bound score and
speed up pruning the search space. Experiments have shown
that Judicious achieves 2–3 times query speedup over the
state-of-the-art approaches with much smaller index size. For
the same dataset, Judicious maintains an index of 35GB,
whereas competitors BM-OPT and BMW-LB-PB maintain
indexes with sizes 49GB and 50GB, respectively. Average
response time on TREC queries ranges from 9 to 130 ms with
increasing the number of keywords in Judicious, whereas
it ranges from 25 to 290 ms in the other two techniques.
With increasing answer size, Judicious average response
time ranges from 21 to 30 ms, whereas the other two tech-
niques range from 70 to 110 ms.

2.2.2 Aggregate indexing and querying

This section reviews aggregate querying techniques that
“Find top-k keywords ranked based on a ranking function F.”

These techniques retrieve keywords, rather than individual
microblog records, ranked based on aggregate information,
e.g., frequency or frequency growth over time.

AFIA [305] retrieves top-k frequent keywords that lie
within any arbitrary spatial range and temporal interval. To
support this at scale, AFIA maintains in main-memory a set
of spatial grid indexes at different spatial and temporal gran-
ularities. Each grid cell keeps track of a summary of top-k
keywords that lie within its spatial and temporal ranges, using
a modified version of the SpaceSaving algorithm [243]. At
query time, the query range is mapped to the corresponding
grid cells; summaries from all cells are merged together to
get the top-k keywords for the query spatiotemporal range.
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Despite using the SpaceSaving algorithm the consumes small
memory footprint, AFIA is consuming significant memory
resources when supporting fine spatial and temporal gran-
ularities, as shown in [167,225], due to maintaining a huge
number of summaries without supporting deletions or data
expiration.

Unlike AFIA, GeoTrend [225] limits its search scope
to recent microblogs and retrieves top-k trending keywords
that lie within any arbitrary spatial range within the last
T time units. GeoTrend accommodates various trending
measures including trendline slope, which gauges the key-
word frequency growth over time, and keyword frequency. To
support this efficiently, GeoTrend maintains a partial quad-
tree structure where each cell contains aggregate information
about keywords that arrive within its spatial boundaries. A
list of top-k keywords is materialized in each cell at index-
ing time. At query time, GeoTrend first gets local top-k
trending keywords within cells that intersect with the query
boundaries. Then, to get the global top-k trending keywords,
the global trending value of each keyword is aggregated from
local values, using Fagin’s algorithm [105], and final top-k
keywords are returned. Experimental evaluation shows that
GeoTrend supports arrival rates up to 50K microblogs/s,
average query latency of 3 ms, and 90% query accuracy under
limited memory resources.

GARNET [167] generalizes trend discovery to any arbi-
trary user-defined context instead of being limited to the
spatial space. In specific, GARNET finds top-k trending key-
words within: (a) a d-dimensional context that is defined on
arbitrary d microblog attributes, and (b) an arbitrary time
interval. For example, it could find trending keywords that
are posted by teenagers in Spanish during July 2018. In this
example, the context is two-dimensional and defined over
age and language attributes. Each of the contextual attribute
is divided into a set of discrete values or disjoint intervals,
e.g., age attribute can be divided to child, teenager, and elder,
while the language attribute can be categorized into English,
Spanish, French, and Others. Then, a d-dimensional grid
index is employed to map incoming data to the corresponding
context gird cells. An in-memory grid index is maintained for
recent data, and in-disk grid index is maintained for histori-
cal data. Each in-memory grid cell maintains a list of top-k
trending keywords over the last T time units, while each in-
disk grid cell maintains a temporal tree that maintains top-k
trending keywords for multiple temporal granularities over
extended periods. At query time, top-k keywords are aggre-
gated from corresponding grid cells and a final top-k list is
compiled in a similar way to [225]. Experimental evaluation
has conducted to show index scalability and query perfor-
mance with different numbers of grid cells. The comparison
with AFIA [305] has shown the superiority of Garnet.
Garnet in-memory insertion time is below 400 ms for up
to 24,000 microblog/s rate and reaches up to 1 s for higher

rates. For varying grid cells, query latency ranges from 0.1
to 1 ms for both frequent and trending queries. The naive
scanning alternative is not a competitor and increases query
latency up to 1 s.

Unlike all other techniques, GeoScope [50] measures
localized trending topics based on correlation between top-
ics and a predefined set of locations, e.g., list of cities. The
main idea of GeoScope to discover localized trending top-
ics rather than topics that are popular all over the space.
For example, a presidential election campaign is trending in
many cities all over the country while a city council elec-
tion campaign is trending only within a specific city. To
this end, GeoScope limits the number of monitored loca-
tions to the θ -frequent locations, keeps track of topics that
is only φ-frequent at least in one location, and then only
tracks ψ-frequent locations of this topic. GeoScope has two
main data structures: Location-StreamSummary-Table and
Topic-StreamSummary-Table. Location-StreamSummary-

Table maintains top frequent topics for each location while
Topic-StreamSummary-Table maintains top frequent loca-
tions for each topic. At query time, these aggregate infor-
mation are processed to retrieve topics that correlated only
to the query location, distinguishing them from topics that are
popular in all locations. Experiments show that GeoScope

consumes almost constant amount of memory and reports
constant amount of time with increasing window size. Also,
it reports perfect recall and near-perfect precision.

2.3 Main-memorymanagement

All major indexing techniques of microblogs store data in
main-memory to be able to support real-time indexing for
fast data and provide low query response time. However, with
the rapid increase in number of microblogs, it is infeasible
to store all data in main-memory for extended periods. At
certain point, the available memory becomes full and part
of the memory content has to be moved to a secondary-
storage structure to free up memory resources for incoming
microblogs. To this end, different indexing techniques use,
implicitly or explicitly, flushing policies that decide on which
microblogs to flush from main-memory to secondary stor-
age. Although the problem of selecting memory content
to evict has been studied before for the buffer manage-
ment in database systems [97], anti-caching in main-memory
databases [85,197,374], and load shedding in data stream
management systems [33,112,138], flushing in microblogs
data management is different in terms of the optimization
goals and the anticipated real-time overhead as detailed
in [224]. This section reviews the major flushing policies
that are proposed in the literature to manage main-memory
for microblogs data management.

Many of the major microblogs indexing techniques
implicitly depend on temporal-based flushing [51,60,108,
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211,305], where a chunk of the oldest data is flushed to
disk to free up memory resources. The main intuition behind
this simple policy is that: (a) recent microblogs are more
important than old microblogs in several applications, and
(b) incoming data, in these techniques, is indexed and ordered
based on temporal recency, so flushing the oldest data will
encounter very limited overhead in real time. This intuition is
correct in a practical sense and gives the major advantage of
the temporal flushing, which is its low overhead in real-time
environments so its invocation does not limit the system scal-
ability. However, it encounters a major limitation that affects
both main-memory utilization and query latency. It under-
utilizes memory resources and stores ∼ 70% of memory
data that is never reported to any incoming query, as detailed
in [224]. The main reason is that flushing decisions depend
solely on data recency without accounting for what is actually
needed for incoming queries. Subsequent techniques in the
literature have addressed such limitation for different types
of queries as outlined below. The main objective of all these
techniques is better utilization for main-memory resources,
as useless data are evicted and useful data accumulates in
main memory. This leads to increasing memory hit ratio, so
more queries are answered from in-memory content without
accessing disk content.

Mercury [229], and its successor Venus [230], provide
flushing policies that decide on evicting non-aggregate data,
i.e., individual microblogs. The flushing policy is optimized
for top-k spatiotemporal queries that retrieve microblogs
from a spatial boundary R, and temporal interval of the last
T time units. By default, each index cell stores data from
the last T time units. Mercury flushing policies provide
two tighter time bounds, Tc and Tc,β , both of them are no
greater than T, where any data record outside Tc or Tc,β can
be flushed to disk. The main observation behind finding such
tighter bounds that highly populated areas, e.g., Downtown
Chicago, has higher arrival rates than other areas. Then, top-
k microblogs can be retrieved from a shorter time than that
of areas of less arrival rates. Thus, values of Tc and Tc,β are
derived based on the local arrival rate, ranking function, and
query parameters. Tc ensures accurate query answers, which
means any data record outside Tc is not reported to any incom-
ing query. On the contrary, Tc,β employs a load shedding
parameter β, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1, that allows to save up to 100×β% of
the memory with probability β3 to miss a needed data record,
trading off a slight decrease in query accuracy with a signif-
icant saving in memory resources. β in this case is an input
parameter by the system administrator. Experimental results
show that compared with the default case where data from
the last T time units are stored, the policy consumes 65%
less storage while achieving an accuracy of 98% to 99.5%
when β = 0.3. At β = 0.7, 75% less memory are consumed
and the accuracy is 97.5–99.3%. Venus [230] extends this to
provide an adaptive load shedding technique where the value

of β is adaptively calculated and automatically adjusted with
the distribution changes in incoming queries and data. This
leads to different β value for each region, based on local data
and query distributions, rather than a single global value for
all regions. The strategy saves up to 80% of the storage while
keeping an accuracy of more than 99% and is considered as
significant enhancement over Mercury.

kFlushing [224] is another flushing policy for non-
aggregate data, . kFlushing accounts for a variety of top-k
queries for arbitrary attributes, ranking functions, and index
structures. kFlushing performs flushing on three phases, a
following phase is only invoked when the preceding phase
cannot flush B% of memory, where the default value of B
is 10. The first phase keeps only k microblogs in each index
cell and trims any records beyond k. The following phase
removes the infrequent values of indexed attributes, e.g., key-
words, with their associated microblogs in ascending order
of their latest arrival time. If infrequent entries do not clear
B% of memory, the last phase removes data in least-recently-
used order. The main idea in all three phases is evicting data
on the level of index entry rather than the level of individual
microblogs. This significantly reduces the real-time overhead
and scale in highly dynamic data environments. Comparisons
with the first-in-first-out and least-recently-used policies are
made to demonstrate the superiority of kFlushing. The
results show that kFlushing increases memory hit ratio by
26–330% when compared with the existing flushing schemes
and saves up to 75% memory resources.

GeoTrend’s flushing policy, TrendMem [225], depends
on aggregate information to evict data from main-memory.
GeoTrend queries find top-k trending keywords within an
arbitrary spatial region and recent time, where different trend
measures depend on keyword count. To effectively utilize
memory resources, TrendMem evicts keywords that are con-
sistently infrequent during all recent time periods, so they are
unlikely to contribute to any top-k trending query answer.
Targeting consistent infrequency ensures not to miss a rising
keyword. Therefore, TrendMem periodically removes ǫ-
infrequent keywords every 1

ǫ
insertions in each index cell, so

dense spatial cells do not affect less populated cells. Trend-

Mem achieves significant memory savings while maintaining
highly accurate query answers.

GARNET [167] also provides a flushing policy that aims
to use the minimal amount of memory rather than utiliz-
ing a fixed memory budget. The policy is tailored for its
trending queries over arbitrary time periods. Each incoming
microblog needs the past N + 1 index cells to calculate its
trending measure. Thus, only these N + 1 cells are kept in
memory and any older data is flushed to disk. If less than
B% of the memory is flushed, GARNET flushes from the
least recently arrived keywords till it reaches B%. Memory
usages of TrendMem, GARNET, and AFIA are compared.
By comparison, TrendMem consumes less than 10% of
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Table 2 Summary of systems features for supporting efficient management of microblogs data

Indexed attributes Index/data storage Supported queries Flushing policies

Existing systems features

Earlybird [51] Keyword, Temporal Main-memory Top-k, Keyword, Temporal Temporal flushing

AsterixDB [18] Keyword, Spatial,
Arbitrary

Disk Keyword, Spatial, Aggregate,
Range

N/A

VoltDB [315] Arbitrary Main-memory Aggregate, Range N/A

Taghreed [223] Keyword, Spatial,
Temporal

Main-memory and disk Keyword, Spatial, Temporal Temporal and top-k flushing

Kite [228] Keyword, Spatial,
Temporal, Arbitrary

Main-memory and disk Top-k, Keyword, Spatial,
Temporal, Aggregate

Temporal and top-k flushing

Spark [24] None Main-memory and disk Temporal, Aggregate Least-recently-used
flushing

Flink [21] None Main-memory and disk Temporal, Aggregate Operator-dependant
flushing

Storm [26] None Main-memory Temporal, Aggregate N/A

MongoDB [252] Keyword, Spatial,
Arbitrary

Disk Temporal, Aggregate N/A

Key-value stores [20,22,279] Keyword, Arbitrary Main-memory or disk Aggregate N/A

Minimum requirements and ideal system features for microblogs data management

Minimum Keyword, Spatial,
Temporal

Main-memory and disk Top-k, Keyword, Spatial,
Temporal, Aggregate

Temporal and top-k flushing

Ideal Keyword, Spatial,
Temporal, Arbitrary

Main-memory and disk Top-k, Keyword, Spatial,
Temporal, Aggregate, Social,
Range, User, Personalized

Temporal, top-k, and
customized flushing

AFIA memory, while GARNET consumes around 40% of
AFIA memory. It is also shown that GARNET supports the
highest arrival rate. The arrival rate supported by Trend-

Mem is higher than AFIA and is also an order of magnitude
higher than the current Twitter rate.

3 Microblogs datamanagement systems

In this section, we highlight the major data management
systems that support either microblogs data in particular
or similar characteristics so microblogs data can be one of
their use cases. Due to the plethora of new systems that are
emerging in the data management literature, our review gives
representative examples for each major genre of systems. We
identified the major genres based on the adequacy of sys-
tems features and components to handle microblogs data. In
specific, microblogs combine both large volume and high
velocity aspects, where major novel techniques on managing
microblogs data give particular attention to its fast streaming
nature. Managing fast data has been recently got attention
in many data management systems, from both academia and
industry, which makes some of microblogs queries manage-
able in different systems genres. This section reviews five
genres of systems: specialized systems that are designed
and developed for microblogs, semi-structured data man-

agement systems, fast-data-optimized database systems, fast
batch processing systems, and key-value stores. In addition,
we highlight hybrid architectures that combine two different
types of systems to manage microblogs, showing the limita-
tions of this approach.

Table 2 summarizes the microblog-related features for
systems that are reviewed in this section. It summarizes
their capabilities in terms of indexing, supported queries,
and flushing policies, highlighting the minimum and ideal
requirements for efficient management of microblogs data.
The rest of this section outlines different genres of systems,
discussing their challenges, solutions, and limitations.

Specialized systems The literature has few systems that
are specialized for microblogs data. A major example from
industry is Twitter Earlybird. As introduced in Sect. 2.2,
Earlybird system started as a distributed search system that
powers real-time keyword search in Twitter [51]. However,
Twitter added different functionalities [195,208,209,239,
245,246,326] related to real-time data management, large-
scale logging, and higher-level data analysis. We focus on one
of such functionalities, which is real-time query suggestions,
as it was a motivational use case to radically re-design the way
Twitter is handling its real-time data and it shows the impor-
tance of radically re-thinking batch processing systems to
support efficient queries on real-time data as detailed in [245].
When a user poses a keyword query, a query suggestion mod-
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ule finds potential related queries to suggest to the user. For
example, a user who searches for football might receives
suggestions such as soccer, FIFA, or world cup. Twitter was
supporting query suggestions through a query analyzer that
employs Hadoop MapReduce to analyze the query log of
Earlybird system and produce the suggestions. However,
using Hadoop has led to significant overhead where an hourly
data is processed in fifteen minutes. This is much slower than
the changes in Twitter queries distribution, which changes
every few minutes [209,239]. Thus, fifteen minutes latency
to process one-hour data is way behind such fast changes
and has led to producing inaccurate query suggestions. To
overcome this, Twitter beefed up Earlybird system with
in-memory query analyzer modules that directly access user
queries through Earlybird blenders (see Sect. 2.2). Each in-
memory query analyzer maintains statistics about incoming
queries with a ranking module to filter top related query sug-
gestions. Every five minutes, the suggestions are persisted
to a distributed file system, that represents a data store from
where query suggestions are retrieved to end users. Such
addition to Earlybird system was motivational for Twitter
to add several latency-sensitive components to their inter-
nal systems and radically re-design solutions that depend on
batch processing systems such as Hadoop.

Another two examples of specialized systems that come
from academia are Taghreed and Kite systems.
Taghreed [223], and its successor Kite [228], were early
end-to-end holistic systems that focus on microblogs data
management in academic systems groups. In particular, both
system designs inherently consider microblogs characteris-
tics of both data and queries in indexing, query processing,
and main-memory management. For data, they support fast
and large volume data requirements. To this end, they employ
both in-memory and in-disk index structures as core compo-
nents to store, index, and retrieve recent and historical data.
Indexes at different storage tiers are optimized for different
objectives. In-memory indexes are equipped with fast data
ingestion through batching incoming data and segmenting
the index into small segment sizes that is lightly updatable.
In addition, in-memory indexes are equipped with flushing
policies that are responsible for moving a portion of memory
content to disk when the available main-memory budget is
full. Flushing policies are optimized to sustain system real-
time operations as well as careful selection of victim data
to evict to utilize memory resources to store useful data that
serve incoming queries. For microblogs queries, they pro-
mote temporal, spatial, textual, and top-k queries as first-class
citizens through indexing and query processing. So, each of
the two systems supports two families of index structures:
a spatial index and a keyword index. Each index incorpo-
rates the temporal aspect in organizing its data, and in certain
settings it incorporates the top-k ranking function. More-
over, index segmentation is based on the time dimension in

both memory and disk indexes. Disk indexes are optimized
for efficient queries over arbitrarily large temporal periods
through a richer segmentation setting. Basically, the data
are replicated over different temporal resolutions, e.g., day,
week, and month, so that querying data over several months
still access limited number of index segments and provide a
relatively low query latency. Other than indexing and query
processing, both Taghreed and Kite give a particular atten-
tion to main-memory utilization as a core asset to manage
hundreds of millions of microblogs. For this, they provide
different optimization techniques in their flushing policies
so that most useful data accumulates in main-memory and
obsolete data is moved earlier to disk.

Although Taghreed [223] and Kite [228] share many
characteristics in both objectives and system internals,
Taghreed is an earlier version of Kite that started to iden-
tify core components and requirements to support microblogs
data and queries. Thus, Taghreed focused in a single generic
range query that allow to retrieve microblogs data within a
spatiotemporal range and relevant to a set of keywords. Then,
any further processing, e.g., top-k ranking, is performed on
top of Taghreed query processor. Kite generalized this to
allow querying any arbitrary attribute, while still promoting
temporal, spatial, and textual as the prime attributes. Also,
Kite added support for more advanced queries in the system
components, such as top-k queries and aggregate queries.
Ideas in these systems are patented [251] and commercial-
ized by a social media analysis startup company.

Semi-structured data management systems A major exam-
ple of such systems is Apache AsterixDB [18] that is a
distributed big data management system that has been devel-
oped by academic research groups, and has been recently
incubated by Apache Foundation as a top-level Apache
project [19]. AsterixDB is a general-purpose system that
is designed to manage large volume, billion-scale, datasets
that are limited to be managed efficiently in other systems.
Recently, AsterixDB has introduced a core system com-
ponent, called data feeds, to provide scalable ingestion and
management for fast data [121], such as microblogs. A data
feed digests and preprocesses raw data in main-memory.
Then, data is forwarded to primary and secondary index
structures. Each index is disk-based; however, it has in-
memory components that aggregate data in main-memory
before flushing them to disk-resident components. Data is
accessible to the query processor when it is resident in the
disk components. When data is congested, AsterixDB is
equipped with different ingestion policies to select a portion
of data to ingest promptly, while the rest of data is discarded
or deferred. AsterixDB has achieved data digestion rates
that are comparable to current Twitter peak rates with a
cluster of five machines as experimented in [121]. Such per-
formance is higher than what is reported by Earlybird [51]
in terms of data digestion per single machine. In terms of
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digestion latency (or searchability latency), i.e., average time
between a microblog arrives to being indexed and available
in search results, AsterixDB data feeds provide low latency
that are appropriate for real-time applications with certain
ingestion policies, and significantly high latency with other
policies. So, it is crucial to configure the system carefully
for the underlying application needs. As a general-purpose
system that is not designed for microblogs data, AsterixDB

provides common utilities that fit for general fast data use
cases without focusing on particular microblogs characteris-
tics, such as temporal and top-k query signatures.

Fast-data-optimized database systems. Although many of
microblogs applications do not require transactional data
management, database systems that are optimized for trans-
actions on fast data are strong candidates to be used to handle
some of microblogs queries, with optionally turning on or
off the transactional features. This is due to their light weight
management overhead with streaming data, while sustain-
ing a high throughput of scalable queries. VoltDB is an
example for such systems. VoltDB [315] is a distributed
in-memory database management system (DBMS) that is
designed and optimized to support high-throughput ACID
database transactions on fast data. The system has started as
an academic project, under the name of H- Store [169], that
is commercialized by VoltDB [315,338]. The main addi-
tions of VoltDB to traditional disk-based database systems
are driven by reducing the overhead of the database trans-
action manager. Particularly, VoltDB identifies four major
sources of overhead in transaction management: (1) multi-
threading that is required to manage multiple transactions
concurrently, (2) buffer manager that swaps in data pages
from disk to a main-memory buffer and evicts pages to disk
on full memory buffer, (3) locking that is used to manage data
consistency in concurrency control, and (4) logging that is
essential in recovery management of completed transactions
and rolling back aborted transactions. So, the four main con-
tributions of VoltDB are to tackle such overhead sources to
increase the throughout of transactions for fast data manage-
ment. The multi-threading overhead is totally eliminated by
assigning each transaction to a single dedicated CPU core.
The buffer management overhead is totally eliminated by
eliminating disk storage and storing all data in main-memory,
so no buffer is managed in VoltDB. The locking overhead is
also eliminated through determining deterministic orders for
executing transactions through introducing global and local
serializer components. The global serializer is a component
that is aware of different data replicas on different machines,
while the local serializer has the transactions details on a sin-
gle local machine. Both components exchange information
so the global serializer is able to provide each local replica
deterministic orders for transactions, which leads to elimi-
nating the locking overhead. Finally, the logging overhead is
significantly reduced through logging data images instead of

logging single transaction commands. In particular, VoltDB

does not provide recovery management through the tradi-
tional write-ahead logging that mandates to write each trans-
action step to the database log file. Instead, only transaction
parameters are written to file proactively. Then, in lazy basis,
a full image of current data is written to disk for recovery
purposes. This significantly reduces disk access and increases
the throughput to 16,000 transaction per core per second, with
almost linear scalability when adding more cores. This light
management overhead has significantly lifted up managing
fast data. Thus, VoltDB indexing and data management
infrastructures are suitable to digest fast data efficiently and
support important queries in real time, such as keyword
queries. However, there are two major concerns for effec-
tively supporting microblogs data end to end. First, VoltDB

and similar systems are not optimized for large volume
datasets, as stated in their technical documentation, which
will lead to limitations in handling historical microblogs, over
several months, that are richly exploited in different use cases.
Second, it has no support for prime attributes of microblogs,
such as the spatial attribute, which makes it inadequate for
several important queries even on fast microblogs data.

Fast batch processing systems. Recently, a new generation
of distributed batch processing systems has been emerged,
extending Hadoop-like systems with main-memory data
management infrastructures for efficient processing of large
and fast datasets. Spark [24] and Flink [21] are prime
examples for these systems. Both systems primarily process
data in main-memory with options to connect to popular file
systems, such as HDFS, or store statuses in persistent data
stores, such as RocksDB [286]. As in-memory systems that
support fast data through streaming packages, e.g., Spark

Streaming [25], some microblogs applications could fit as
use cases for these systems. However, unlike all reviewed
systems earlier, Spark and Flink do not inherently support
data indexing. Instead, they provide an advanced generation
of batch processing systems, similar in spirit to Hadoop, that
provide efficient parallel scans over all data records using
commodity hardware clusters. Batch processing has limita-
tions in several applications that need inherent indexing for
either large volume or high velocity data. Newer systems,
e.g., Apache AsterixDB, have tackled these limitations and
provide different types of indexing for large and fast data.
Obviously, many of microblogs applications are among these
applications that require data indexing of several types as
detailed earlier. For that reason, any system that gives partic-
ular attention to microblogs, e.g., Earlybird, Taghreed, or
Kite, has provided different types of indexing for microblogs
data. Furthermore, batch processing systems, such as Spark

and Flink, do not consider query signatures that are popu-
lar in microblogs applications, e.g., top-k, spatial, and textual
queries. This adds more overhead when powering large-scale
microblogs applications on batch processing systems. The
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pros and cons of Spark and Flink apply to other batch
processing systems that share similar characteristics and
architecture, e.g., Apache Impala [23] and Presto [271].

Key-value stores. A major genre of the emerging big data
systems is key-value stores that work as massively distributed
hashtables to store data in key-value pairs with various data
models, e.g., Apache Cassandra [20], Redis [279], and
Apache Ignite [22]. These systems are suitable for certain
microblogs applications that require fast data ingestion with
hash-based indexing, e.g., real-time keyword search. In fact,
some of microblogs-oriented systems, e.g., Earlybird [51]
and Kite [228], are using the key-value store model to
support in-memory keyword indexing. However, distributed
key-value stores still lack other essential features that are
needed in several microblogs applications, such as spatial
indexing, temporal awareness, and top-k query processing.
Such shortcomings limit them from being an end-to-end
solution for managing microblogs, yet they provide a solid
foundation to build upon.

Hybrid architectures. An alternative way to handle fast
and large data is gluing a streaming engine, such as Apache
Storm [26], with a persistent data store, such as Mon-

goDB [252]. In fact, MongoDB, a document-oriented
database that provides several indexing and querying mod-
ules, has got a significant attention as a highly scalable
database for persistent data, while Apache Storm has got
similar attention for processing streaming data. However,
each of them is designed and optimized for one aspect of
big data, either large volume or high velocity, but not both.
It has been experimented to glue these two systems in [121]
to handle fast data that got persisted in large volumes. The
comparison with Apache AsterixDB has shown up to two
orders of magnitudes of higher digestion latency for the glued
alternative, assuming that data is queried only when it is per-
sisted to disk. Such significant overhead confirms the need
of inherent support of fast data in the system components to
provide scalable data indexing and querying. Similar con-
clusions are also drawn in other studies, e.g., [245], on the
adequacy of adapting fast data management in systems that
are optimized for large volumes. A major source of overhead
is the incompatibility of system optimization goals, which
leads to different decisions in different system components.
For example, MongoDB is optimized for throughput, write
concurrency, and durability, which leads to high wait time per
single data write to disk and high ingestion latency in turn.
Another source of overhead in such systems is the concur-
rency and transactions model that assume general-purpose
applications with complex scenarios and requirements. This
does not allow to use simple and scalable concurrency mod-
els, such as single-writer multiple-readers, that is adapted by
several microblogs-oriented systems, e.g., [51,211,229].

4 Microblogs data analysis

The reviewed data management techniques and systems on
microblogs have enabled to power a variety of data analysis
tasks at scale. This section highlights the major data analysis
research for analysis tasks that exploit the scalable data man-
agement infrastructures on microblogs to provide high-level
functionality. As microblogs data analysis is a broad litera-
ture and include several topics that are not related to the data
management community, this section limits its scope only
to the analysis tasks that lie in the intersection of two cate-
gories. First, they have novel research contributions, which
excludes a plethora of development applications that analyze
microblogs data without addressing novel problems. Sec-
ond, they exploit the querying techniques that are developed
by the data management community. This excludes major
research directions that are orthogonal from the data man-
agement research, such as natural language processing and
information retrieval. In fact, these research directions have
a rich literature where dedicated survey papers review parts
of it [80,117]. The goal of this section is not discussing the
details of various techniques. Instead, we present a high-
level classification for techniques in the literature, and we
summarize each topic through a generic framework that is
induced from a variety of existing techniques when applica-
ble. Then, we briefly highlight similarities or differences of
each major technique in this topic compared with the induced
framework. With such contributions, this section represents
a road map for various microblogs data analysis that make
use of the underlying data management infrastructures. We
review major work in five main analysis tasks: visual anal-

ysis (Sect. 4.1), user analysis (Sect. 4.2), event detection

and analysis (Sect. 4.3), recommendations using microblogs

(Sect. 4.4), and automatic geotagging (Sect. 4.5). Finally,
Sect. 4.6 briefly highlights other microblogs analysis tasks.

4.1 Visual analysis

Visualizing microblogs data has gained a particular atten-
tion due to the importance of end users interactions with
microblogs applications, e.g., political and disastrous event
analysis, disease outbreaks detection, and user communities
analysis. The challenges faced in visualizing microblogs data
align with the general challenges in visualizing other types
of big data [43,59,99,100,128,178,263]. So, several pieces of
the proposed research for big data visualization can be used
for microblogs data as one type of big datasets. However, we
review visualization work that targets a specific problem
in microblogs datasets for different applications. In particu-
lar, microblogs have microlength content, which makes them
easy to be generated by users all the time, e.g., a user can
easily generate a tweet in a few seconds or less. This leads
to generating a large number of data records in relatively
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Fig. 3 An overview of microblogs data visualization literature

short times. Visualizing such large numbers is beyond the
capacity of existing frontend technologies, such as mapping
technologies, e.g., GoogleMaps. So, visualization techniques
that focus on microblogs try to address this problem by either
aggregation, sampling, or a combination of both. Figure 3
classifies the visualization literature into three categories of
techniques: (1) aggregation-based techniques, (2) sampling-
based techniques, or (3) hybrid techniques. The visualization
modules in all these categories use underlying querying mod-
ules, both aggregate and non-aggregate queries, to retrieve
the data to be visualized. Thus, they directly make use of the
scalable data management infrastructures that are built for
microblogs. The rest of this section outlines each category of
techniques.

Aggregation-based visualization. Techniques in this cate-
gory [3,93,114,155,159,236,284,302,316,341,349,353,366]
reduce the amount of data to be visualized through visualiz-
ing aggregate summaries of microblogs at different levels of
aggregation, e.g., different spatial levels or temporal levels,
rather than visualizing individual microblogs. Such aggre-
gation is application-dependent and is usually performed
either based on major attributes, e.g., temporal aggrega-
tion [93,155], spatial aggregation [114,349], or keyword
aggregation [93,316], or based on derived attributes, e.g.,
sentiment [155,284]. Thus, these techniques are lossless and
present all available information in a summarized form with-
out ignoring any portion of the data. Aggregation could be
based on a single attribute (one-dimensional) or multiple
attributes (multi-dimensional). Figure 4 shows an example of
aggregation-based visualization based on a single attribute,
the spatial attribute [259]. In Fig. 4a, spatial regions that
have a large number of data points visualize a variable-size
circle that shows the number of points in this region. On

the contrary, regions that have sparse data, Arctic Ocean and
Norwegian Sea in Fig. 4a, visualize the actual data points. On
zooming on the map view, more detailed data is visualized up
to the street level that shows detailed data points, as depicted
in Fig. 4b that shows street-level data in Riverside, California.
Figure 5 shows an example of aggregation-based visualiza-
tion based on two attributes, the spatial attribute and the
language attribute [114]. In this case, number of microblogs
is aggregated in each spatial region and the visualized circle
categories data based on the language attribute to show per-
centage of microblogs posted in English, Arabic, Indonesian,
Persian, etc.

The literature currently has seventeen visualization mod-
ules that employ only data aggregation based on microblogs
queries. We next briefly outline each of them, highlighting
their aggregation attributes and visualization format. VIS-

CAT [114] aggregates data based on categorical attributes,
e.g., language, and spatial and temporal ranges. DIS-

CVIS [349] aggregates tweets based on spatial region,
language, and topics. DESTINYVIZ [93] aggregates tweets
related to certain games based on time, sentiment, and key-
words. NLCOMS [3] aggregates tweets based on user com-
munities and visualize them in a graph form. GOVVIZ [155]
aggregates data based on time, country, topic, keywords, sen-
timent, and content objects, e.g., links, images, and videos.
VISIMP [366] aggregates data based on communities and
social interactions. TWIGRAPH [316] aggregates data based
on keywords and visualizes it in a graph form. PLEXUS [353]
aggregates data based on topics and emoji objects in the tex-
tual content. TSVIZ [284] aggregates data based on time,
sentiment, and hashtags. PAIRCSA [341] aggregates data
based on their location stamps or location mentions, to get
relation between users locations and the locations they men-
tion. TWEETVIZ [302] aggregates data based on sentiment
for business intelligence. NETWORKTWEET [159] aggre-
gates external passenger flow and unusual phenomena based
on spatiotemporal attributes, and uses trending keywords
from microblogs to understand users’ behavior. TWITTER-

VIZ13 [168] aggregates data based on tweets’ intensity
(tweet/second) and tweets sentiment. CITYVIZ [283] aggre-

Fig. 4 Example of aggregation-based visualization based on the spatial dimension
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Fig. 5 Example of aggregation-based visualization based on both spa-
tial and language dimensions

Fig. 6 Example of sampling-based visualization for tweets with differ-
ent languages

gates data based on user behavior in cities to visualize periods
intense/sparse of user activity. TILEVIZ [68] generates sum-
mary statistics of the data for each tile for exploring the
raw data set. TWITTERVIZ15 [98] provides two visualiza-
tion views for Twitter data: (a) spatiotemporal analysis view,
and (b) graph analysis view. The spatiotemporal view aggre-
gates data based on spatial regions, sentiment, social bonds
combined with spatiotemporal information, temporal evolu-
tion, and real-time statistics. The second view aggregates
data based on social graph and real-time graph statistics.
IMPRESSVIZ [188] aggregates textual and meta-data infor-
mation to quantify user impression and visualize data in a
six-dimensional impression space.

Sampling-based visualization. Techniques in this cate-
gory [223,294,346] reduce the amount of visualized data
through sampling. A sample of data is selected and visu-
alized as a representative for the whole dataset, while the
rest of data is not visualized. The sampling technique can be
classified based on different dimensions. A sample could be
a query-guided sample or an arbitrary sample. An example
for a query-guided sample is OmniSci TweetMap2 (Fig. 6)
that samples tweets based their language as the query pred-
icate filters data based on the language attribute. Another
example is TwitterStand [294] (Fig. 7) that samples tweets
based on textual content that have news stories. For certain

2 https://www.omnisci.com/demos/tweetmap/.

Fig. 7 Example of sampling-based visualization for news tweets

queries, the query predicate is generating a lot of data that
still cannot be visualized efficiently. In this case, applications,
e.g., [223], select an arbitrary data sample to reduce the data
size. Another classification of the way of sampling is based
on the amount of data in the sample. The sample is either fixed
or interactive. For example, TwitterStand [294] takes a fixed
sample of data that contains new stories. Any interaction for
end users with the map view, in Fig. 7, will not change the
content of this sample. User interactions only change the sub-
set of this sample that is shown on the map. On the contrary,
an interactive sample changes the sample content based on
user interactions. At the beginning, an initial sample of 100K,
for example, is visualized from all languages including 30K
English microblogs. When the user filters out data to show
only English microblogs, the visualized English microblogs
can be increased to 100K as it is solely visualized. Such
interactive technique is exploiting the whole capacity of fron-
tend technologies while increasing the overall amount of data
visualized to users. Such technique is not heavily used and
has several research challenges to support large-scale data.

Unlike aggregation-based techniques that are lossless,
sampling-based techniques might be lossy or lossless depend-
ing on the application and the size of query result. If certain
application queries are generating a reasonable sample size,
then all data points are considered. Otherwise, such as in
arbitrary sampling, a subset of data points are ignored and
the sampling is lossy.

The literature currently has three visualization modules
that employ only data sampling based on microblogs non-
aggregate queries. We briefly outline each module highlight-
ing the sampling attributes and stages. CULTWEET [346]
samples data based on language, country, and topic.
TAGHREED [223] performs two-step sampling. First, it sam-
ples data guided by query predicates based on spatial, tempo-
ral, and keywords. Then, if the sample size is still excessive,
it performs an arbitrary sampling. TWITTERSTAND [294]
samples data based on textual content and spatial extent.

Hybrid visualization. Some applications allow to use both
aggregation and sampling to reduce the amount of data to
be visualized [76,162,236,238,240,327,365]. For example,
event analysis applications [238,327] sample microblogs
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based on their relevance to specific events. Then, event data
need to be aggregated to summarize the event highlights to
users, e.g., showing changes over time, space, users, or top-
ics. Such applications usually do not encounter challenges
in visualizing their data as the data size is reduced over two
different phases, sampling and aggregation, which leads to
significant reduction in their size and ease the visualization
task. We highlight examples of such applications.

We highlight nine visualization modules that employ both
data aggregation and sampling based on microblogs queries.
We briefly outline each of them highlighting it different
stages. TWEETTRACKER [327] samples tweets that are
relevant to a set of tracked long-term events; then, it aggre-
gates them based on location, time, and keywords. TWIT-

INFO [238] samples event-related data and aggregates them
based on sentiment and spatial attributes. ATR-VIS [236]
samples tweets that are relevant to a set of input debates; then,
it aggregates and label tweets based on mentioned hashtags
and the corresponding debate. CLOUDBERRY [162] samples
data based on keywords and aggregates it based on space and
time. TWEETDESK [240] provides a sample of top tweets of
an event, along with a summary about the event. CHINESEN-

TIMENT [365] visualizes sentiment distribution based on
temporal, spatial, and hot events. EMOTIONWATCH [174]
visualizes sentiment summary of public reactions toward
events. It allows visualization of intense emotional reactions
(peaks), controversial reactions and emotional anomalies.
USERVIZ [124] analyzes users’ connections and the fre-
quency of tweets sent by one or a group of users, classifies
these tweets, generates a tag cloud, and visualizes the most
popular users. TAQREER [231] samples microblogs based on
user-defined categories, e.g., different car models, defined by
a set of keywords; then, data for each category is aggregated
based on spatial and temporal ranges and visualized on map
and aggregate views.

4.2 User analysis

The importance of microblogs in different applications orig-
inates from its user-generated nature, where hundreds of
millions of users worldwide are posting around the clock.
Among the major analysis directions is analyzing the user
behavior related to different topics, locations, and communi-
ties based on their profiles and content of their microblogs.
In fact, such kind of user analysis is highly overlapping in
microblogs, i.e., the microlength user-generated data, and
social media in general that include both short and long posts
and objects, e.g., images and videos. This section limits its
scope to analyzing microblogs users where excessive num-
bers of data records are generated compared to regular social
media data due it its microlength.

Figure 8 classifies the literature of user analysis techniques
on microblogs into techniques that either (1) find top-k users

Fig. 8 An overview of microblogs user analysis literature

Fig. 9 A framework for microblogs user analysis

according to a certain ranking criteria, e.g., top-k influential
users for a certain topic or top-k active users in a certain
location, to provide useful answers for higher-level applica-
tions, or (2) classify users based on certain characteristics.
Top-k users queries directly benefit from the data index-
ing and query processing techniques that are introduced in
the data management literature to support different types of
scalable top-k queries based on various ranking functions.
In fact, usernames are used interchangeably with keywords
as string keys for the index structures, which makes many
of the proposed data management techniques applicable to
user queries. Figure 9 depicts a high-level framework for
user analysis in microblogs that is induced from the exist-
ing literature. The framework consists of three main stages.
First, microblogs of each user are fed into a feature extrac-
tion module to profile the user behavior through different
pieces of information, such as keywords, followers/friends,
timestamps, and locations. The actual extracted information
is different in different applications. Then, the extracted user
information is forwarded to an indexing (or modeling) mod-
ule that produces a relevant index/model for users based
on their information. Finally, a query processor accesses
the index/model to answer application-level queries. As the
description shows, the last two stages of this user analysis
framework significantly make use of the data management
techniques, and hence, new advancements in indexing and
query processing techniques would positively affect the per-
formance of user analysis tasks. Following the described
framework, major techniques in the literature serve different
applications with diverse purposes. We outline each category
of techniques below.

Top-k user queries. Section 4.4 has reviewed several tech-
niques that recommend top-k users as potential friends,
which overlaps with top-k user queries. DOMUSR [213]
finds most influential users based on nine features that are
aggregated through different models to calculate a final influ-
ence score. The used models are both aggregation and SVM
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classification models. TKLUS [163] finds top-k local users
who are most active for a certain topic in certain location.
TkLUS uses textual, social, and spatial relevance in hybrid
spatial-keyword index to organize and retrieve top-k users
efficiently. PROMUSR [49] finds prominent users for cer-
tain event through a probabilistic model that analyzes their
temporal and textual information. LNKUSR [336] identi-
fies top candidate user entities with limited information on
microblogging platforms that can be linked to user entities
on other platforms. It extends graph matching techniques
with two heuristics to overcome the limited available infor-
mation. TWITTOMENDER [132] finds top users with similar
interest to the querying user to expand homogeneous commu-
nities of similar interests. It profiles user posts content and
use collaborative filtering techniques to find similar users.
TEMUSR [293] models users temporal behavior for differ-
ent short-term and long-term topics. CUSR [102] samples
microblogs data records, rather than sampling k users, for
efficient user community reconstruction based on strongly
connected components. IBCF [221] uses dynamic user
interactions in different topics to model the dynamics of rela-
tionship strength between users and topics over time. Then,
the modeled relationships are used in matrix factorization
recommendation model to improve social-based recommen-
dation quality. FUREC [352] predicts the top-k users who
will retweet or mention a focal user in the future by formaliz-
ing the prediction problem as a link prediction problem over
an evolving hybrid network. INFUSR [15] finds most influ-
ential users in a certain topic. A nodal feature called focus
rate is introduced to measure how focal users are on specific
topics. Then, they incorporate nodal features into network
features and use modified PageRank algorithm to analyze
topical influence of users. FADERANK [40] evaluates the
reputation of Twitter users. It summaries the past history in a
bounded number of values and combines them with the raw
reputation computed from the most recent behavior to assign
a final ranking score. TRUETOP [375] outputs top-k influen-
tial non-sybil users among a given set of Twitter users. The
system constructs an interaction graph and then performs iter-
ative credit distribution using weighted eigenvector centrality
as the metric to make the influential non-sybil users stand out.
UIRANK [381] identifies influential users whose tweets can
cause the readers to change emotion, opinion or behavior.
The algorithm is based on random walk and measures the
user’s tweet influence and information dissemination ability
to evaluate the influence of the user. FAME [193] finds top-
ical authorities on Twitter for a given topic. The algorithm
adopts a focused crawling strategy to collect a high-quality
graph and applies a query-dependent personalized PageRank
to find important nodes that represent authorities. COG-

NOS [116] identifies expert users for a certain topic through
mining the meta-data of Twitter user lists that are created by
the crowd. Lexical techniques are used to infer user exper-

tise; then, experts in the same topic are ranked based on cover
density ranking.

User classification. In addition to top-k queries, user
analysis is also performed to do user classification. PEDI-

DENT [137] identifies pro-eating disorder (ED) Tumblr posts
and Twitter users. They use the associative classification
algorithm CMAR to generate classification rules and train
a classifier to identify pro-ED posts and users. AOH [118]
classifies users into automated agents and human users
using a random forest classifier. OMT [176] identifies the
orientation of a user by analyzing tweets which mention
more than one orientation using a logistic regression model.
HUSR [282] identifies hateful users from twitter. They first
sample users using a diffusion process based on DeGroot’s
learning model. Then, a crowd-sourcing service was adopted
to manually annotate the samples. AUTOOPU [378] detects
the opioid users through a multi-kernel learning model based
on meta-structures over heterogeneous information network.

4.3 Event detection and analysis

Event detection and analysis has gained tremendous
attention with the rise of microblogging platforms [1,2,
12,16,17,32,78,91,103,108,133,151,153,154,170,171,187,
203, 212, 218, 253, 267, 269, 285,290,292,348,357,368,369,
377,383,387–389]. The reason is the popularity of event-
related updates that are posted by users through microblogs
around the clock. This includes a wide variety of both
short-term and long-term events, such as concerts, crimes,
sports matches, accidents, natural disasters, social unrest,
festivals, traffic jams, elections, and conflicts. Analyzing
the event-related microblogs enabled several applications
at different levels of importance, including crucial appli-
cations, leisure applications, and in-between applications.
An example for crucial applications is rescue services and
emergency response that have used microblogs to save hun-
dreds of souls in different natural disasters since 2012 across
the world [101,144,145,156,157,161,304]. An example of
leisure applications is detecting surrounding entertainment
events that are not collected in a single calendar, e.g., con-
certs, light shows, and special museum exhibitions in Los
Angeles area. In-between both types, other types of appli-
cations have become popular, such as news extraction based
on events [8], event-driven advertising [256], public opinion
analysis for political campaigns [333,334], and analyzing
protests and social unrest [28,257,332].

The advancements in microblogs data management enable
significant performance enhancements in both tasks of events
detection and analysis. As noted in the data management
section, there are several state-of-the-art indexing and query
processing techniques that are tailored for organizing and
retrieving event data, such as ContexEven [6] and MIL [52]
that are reviewed in Sect. 2.2.1. In a more general context,
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Fig. 10 An overview of microblogs event detection and analysis liter-
ature

event detection makes use of indexing data based on tem-
poral attributes that enables efficient retrieval of recent and
temporally compact data, which is a major characteristics for
grouping relevant data of a single event. In addition, indexing
data based on spatial attributes gives an edge for discovering
local events in geographic neighborhoods.

Figure 10 depicts an overview for the literature of event
detection and analysis on microblogs. The rich literature is
categorized into three main categories: (1) detecting arbitrary
events, (2) detecting specific types of events, and (3) ana-
lyzing events. We summarize each category with a generic
framework that is induced based on major work in the litera-
ture. Figure 11 shows three frameworks that correspond to the
three categories. In the rest of this section, we review each cat-
egory describing the different components of its framework
and mapping existing literature to this framework highlight-
ing similarities and deviations.

4.3.1 Detecting arbitrary events

A major direction of event detection research focuses on
detecting arbitrary events that have either no predefined or
at most very high-level characteristics. For example, find-
ing coherent discussions on Twitter [32,78] without having
a prior idea about what could be such discussions about.
Another example is looking for local events in a certain
city [2,108] without determining any specific characteris-
tics of such events. These events are arbitrary events as the
user does not provide a prior detailed description for the
event characteristics. Figure 11a depicts a framework that is
followed by most arbitrary event detection techniques. The
framework consists of five main stages: (a) filtering & feature

extraction, (b) grouping, (c) scoring, (d) summarization, and
(e) visualization. A microblog dataset, either streaming or

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 11 Frameworks for microblogs event detection and analysis

stored dataset, is processed through the filtering and feature
extraction stage to identify potentially relevant microblogs
and extract their temporal [2,16,108,187,285,348,368,383,
389], textual [16,32,91,348,368,377,389], spatial [2,16,108,
171,187,348,368,369,377,383,389], and semantic (part-of-
speech (POS) tags/named entities) [218,285,290,357,368,
387,388] features. These four types of features are the main
drivers for detecting new events. Then, microblogs are for-
warded to a grouping stage that assembles microblogs with
similar features into groups, each group represents an event
candidate. The grouping stage uses different types of tech-
niques, including clustering [2,16,78,108,170,218,348,367–
369], lexical matching [290,377], graph partitioning [32,91],
and statistical techniques such as Bayesian [368], latent vari-
able models [285,387,388], and regression models [187], as
depicted in Fig. 10. The set of candidate events are then for-
warded to a scoring module that gives a score (or a label)
for each candidate to distinguish actual events from noisy
groups. Scoring is performed in different ways, including
labeling [171,187,367,368,383,387] or ranking candidates
based on diffusion [2,78,285], similarity [16,32,78,170,218,
285,377,389], correlation [91,290,348,388], and/or bursti-
ness of different combinations of temporal, keyword, and
spatial features [2,108,369,383]. For example, in scoring
based on keyword correlation, if the group of microblogs has
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scattered keywords that are not related to each other based
on statistical co-occurrences of words, then this group is dis-
carded as a noisy group that does not reflect an event. On the
contrary, if the set of keywords are cohesive and with high
co-occurrence likelihood in real topics, it is assigned a high
score as an actual event. Several scoring techniques also con-
sider temporal and spatial similarities besides textual-based
measures. Then, top scored candidates are selected as actual
events, while the rest of groups are considered noisy events.
The events are then fed to an optional summarization module
that identifies the most important microblog posts to repre-
sent a certain event using different signals of importance,
such as popularity of the post, its temporal position, etc.
Finally, the events are forwarded to a visualizer that displays
representative microblogs along with their labels, content,
locations, and temporal details to end users. The visualizer
uses microblogs visual analysis techniques that are presented
in Sect. 4.1, so the details of this are not duplicated in this
section.

The described framework drives the major techniques in
the literature. Tables 3 and 4 summarize the different stages
of each technique. This literature can be categorized into four
categories based on the grouping technique as the major stage
that generates event candidates. Figure 10 depicts the four-
category classification, namely clustering-based techniques,
lexical techniques, graph-based techniques, and statistical

techniques. Table 3 summarizes clustering-based and lexical
techniques and Table 4 summarizes graph-based and sta-
tistical techniques. The rest of this section briefly outlines
techniques of each category.

Clustering-based techniques. EVENTWEET [2] proposes
a framework to detect localized events in real time from a
Twitter stream and track their evolution over time by adopting
a continuous analysis of the most recent tweets within a time-
based sliding window. Event candidate extraction is based
on clustering keywords according to their cosine similarity
of their spatial signature. Scoring the events is based on key-
word burstiness and time diffusion from the cluster. Detected
localized events are summarized by the number of related
keywords and spatiotemporal characteristics. STREAM-

CUBE [108] system extracts microblogs hashtags along
with spatiotemporal attributes. Then, hashtags are grouped
through a single-pass hierarchical spatiotemporal clustering
to detect event candidates, that are scored and ranked based
on burstiness and local features. The system provides ways
to explore events with different granularities in both time and
location. EVEMIN [171] detects visual events based on pho-
tos and locations. Feature extraction calculates area weights
and commonness score of words, grouping depends on word
bursts using n-gram model and image clustering based on
deep convolutional neural network (DCNN), and labeling
uses another DCNN. REUTERSTRACER [218] extracts fea-
tures based on named entities, while grouping uses a novel

clustering algorithm that counts for microblogs features.
TRIOVECEVENT [368] detects local events through extract-
ing semantic textual, temporal, and spatial features that are
used by a multimodal embedding learner to map correlated
microblogs to the same latent space. Then, a novel Bayesian
mixture clustering model finds geo-topic candidate events.
These candidate events are then passed by a classifier that
relies on the multimodal embeddings to label whether an
event is a local event. DISRUPTEVEN [16] framework has
both classification and clustering. The classification phase is
used for filtering event-related posts from noisy posts and
based on a naive Bayes model. Then, an online clustering is
performed using temporal, spatial and textual set of features.
After clustering, the framework offers event summarization
using a novel temporal Term Frequency–Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) that generates a summary of top terms
without the need of prior knowledge of the entire dataset.
MGELDA [357] is a sub-event detection technique that
extracts semantic features based on microtopics. The micro-
topics are identified by a novel mutually generative latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model for microblogs hashtags.
Then, k-means clustering is used to group related topics and
discover events. STORYEVEN [170] also introduces a model
that summarizes each event as a sequence of sub-events on
a timeline based on nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF)
clustering.

Lexical techniques. JASMINE [348] extracts co-occurring
words as well as geo-location and timestamp of microblogs.
Then, microblogs that are generated within a short time and
a small geographic area are grouped to form event candi-
dates. Co-occurring words of each candidate are analyzed
to distinguish noisy candidates from local events. DISAS-

UBEVEN [290] extracts sub-events from a bigger event, e.g.,
a disastrous event has a series of small-scale emergencies
such as a bridge collapsing, airport getting shut, and medi-
cal aid reaching an area. Feature extraction is based on POS
tagging, grouping of sub-events is based on noun-verb pairs,
and ranking is based on the frequency of co-occurrence of
their constituent nouns and verbs in the corpus. For summa-
rization, DisaSubEven uses an integer linear programming
(ILP) technique that considers the maximum occurrence of
nouns, verbs, and numerals.

Graph-based techniques. DYNAMICENTR [32] com-
bines the first three stages of the framework depicted in
Fig. 11a through extracting emergent keywords from incom-
ing data streams based on analyzing the dynamic semantic
graphs, where nodes represent the keywords and the edges
are the co-occurrence of the keywords. Then, events are sum-
marized based on the minimum weighted set cover applied
on the semantic graph of the dynamically highly ranked key-
words. SNAF [377] detects local events based on spatial and
textual features of microblogs. It first filters event-relevant
microblogs based on lexical analysis and statistical user pro-
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Table 3 Summary of clustering-based and lexical techniques that detect arbitrary events from microblogs data

Features Grouping Scoring Summarization

EvenTweet [2] Textual, Spatial, Temporal Clustering: spatial cosine
similarity

Ranking: Keyword
burstiness, temporal
diffusion

Number of keywords,
spatiotemporal signature

STREAMCUBE [108] Hashtag, Spatial, Temporal Clustering: hierarchical
spatiotemporal clustering

Ranking: Hashtag
burstiness , local features

None

EveMin [171] Textual, Spatial, Images Clustering: word bursts
using n-gram model,
DCNN for images

Labeling: DCNN None

ReutersTracer [218] Named entities Novel clustering technique Ranking: newsworthiness
probabilistic model

Cluster centroid

TrioVecEvent [368] Semantic, Textual,
Temporal, Spatial

Clustering: Bayesian
mixture model

Labeling: multimodal
embeddings classifier

None

DisruptEven [16] Textual, Spatial, Temporal Online clustering based on
cosine similarity

Replaced with naive Bayes
filtering

Top keywords ranked on
novel temporal TF-IDF

MGeLDA [357] Semantic, LDA microtopics Clustering: k-means None Top frequent hashtags

StoryEven [170] Textual, Temporal Clustering: nonnegative
matrix factorization

Ranking: probabilistic
model

Sequence of sub-events

Jasmine [348] Textual, Spatial, Temporal Lexical: based on location
and time

Ranking: co-occurring
words

None

DisaSubEven [290] POS tags Lexical: noun-verb pairs Ranking: noun-verb
co-occurrences

Integer linear programming

Table 4 Summary of graph-based and statistical techniques that detect arbitrary events from microblogs data

Features Grouping Scoring Summarization

DynamiCentr [32] Textual Graph-based: dynamic
semantic graph

Ranking: dynamic
eigenvector centrality

Min weighted set cover

SNAF [377] Textual, Spatial Graph-based: spatial
connected components
(CC)

Ranking: number of nodes
in CC

None

GeoBurst [369],
GeoBurst+ [367]

Semantic, Textual, Spatial Graph-based: geo-topics
based on spatial and
semantic features

Ranking: spatiotemporal
bursts [369], Labeling:
supervised model [367]

None

EvenDetecTwitter [91] Textual, Temporal Graph-based:
multi-assignment graph
partitioning

Ranking: cross-correlation
similarity (short-time
events), Riemannian
distance (long-time
events)

None

ExplorEven [387] Semantic, Temporal,
Named entities, POS tags

Statistical: latent event and
category model (LECM)

Labeling: matching entities
with a semantic class

None

ProbEvent [388] Named entities, POS tags Statistical: unsupervised
latent variable model
(LEEV)

Ranking: correlation of
named entities, dates,
locations, and words

None

OpenEve [285] Temporal, Named entities,
POS tags

Statistical: latent variable
model

Ranking: number of
microblogs

Top phrases and entities
based on a probabilistic
model

Eyewitness [187] Spatial, Temporal,
Aggregate

Statistical: regression model Labeling: anomaly
threshold

Top microblogs based on
text summarization

SpatialEvent [383] Spatial, Temporal Statistical: hidden Markov
model (HMM)

Labeling: predefined
taxonomy

None

SEvent [389] Textual, Spatial, Temporal Statistical: location-time
constrained model

Ranking: similarity join None

BEven [78] Hashtags, Temporal, User Statistical: 3D probabilistic
model

Ranking: probabilistic
model

None
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filing. Then, relevant microblogs are geotagged based on a
large gazetteer and distance-based data cleaning algorithms.
The cleaned data is then grouped into spatial connected com-
ponents that represent events. GEOBURST [369] uses spatial
and keyword features to build a keyword co-occurrence graph
that is used to infer semantic features through random walks.
Then, geo-topic clusters are formed as candidate events by
combining both spatial and semantic features. A set of pivot
microblogs are identified for each cluster, and then, they
are ranked based on spatiotemporal bursts and top-k are
selected. GEOBURST+ [367] differs from GeoBurst by
employing a new supervised framework for selecting the
local events, instead of burst ranking. In addition, it per-
forms keyword embedding to capture the subtle semantics of
microblogs. EVENDETECTWITTER [91] framework iden-
tifies both short-term and long-term events. It first extracts
temporal and textual features that include word frequency,
conditional word frequency, inverse trend word frequency,
fuzzy representation, and scale time modeling. The features
are used to connect data in a graph model. Then, a multi-
assignment graph partitioning scheme is employed so that
each microblog can belong to multiple events. The similarity
measure differs based on event type, for short-term events
a cross-correlation similarity measure is used whereas for
long-term events Riemannian distance is used.

Statistical techniques. This category can be divided
into two sub-categories. First, latent variable models.
EXPLOREVEN [387] proposes a pipeline process of event
filtering, extraction, and categorization. The filtering is based
on lexicon matching and binary classification to opt only
event-relevant microblogs. Feature extraction then processes
relevant microblogs for time expression resolution, named
entity recognition, part-of-speech (POS) tagging and stem-
ming, and the mapping of named entities to semantic con-
cepts. The event candidate extraction and grouping phase is
based on an unsupervised latent variable model, called latent
event and category model (LECM). For labeling a cluster, the
most prominent semantic class obtained based on the event
entities is employed as the event type. PROBEVENT [388]
extracts features through POS tagging and named entity
recognition, groups microblogs based on a novel unsuper-
vised latent variable model, called LEEV model, which
simultaneously extracts events and generates visualizations,
and scores candidate events based on the correlation between
named entities, dates, locations, and words. OPENEVE [285]
extracts temporal, named entities, and POS tags, that are
used to filter irrelevant microblogs through an event tag-
ger module based on conditional random fields (CRF). The
microblogs are then grouped based on latent variable model
and ranked based on the association with event and time.
Second, miscellaneous models that use different statistical
methods, including regression, Markov models, graphical
models, and temporal analysis. EYEWITNESS [187] extracts

local events and summarizes them using time series anal-
ysis of geotagged tweet volumes from localized regions.
The framework identifies features as count of data records
based on spatial and temporal localities. Then, for a given
region, a regression model is learned to predict volume of
data versus data spikes as a function of time. Local event are
identified when the actual volume exceeds the prediction by
a significant amount. SPATIALEVENT [383] forecasts spa-
tiotemporal events using an enhanced Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) that characterizes the transitional process of event
development by jointly considering the time-evolving con-
text and space-time burstiness of Twitter streams. To handle
the noisy nature of tweet content, words that are exclusive to a
single event are identified by a language model that has been
optimized by a dynamic programming algorithm to achieve
an accurate sequence likelihood calculation. SEVENT [389]
detects related events, e.g., a sinking boat and an on-going
flood in same spatial region. It first extracts textual, spatial,
and temporal features. Then, a novel graphical model-based
framework, called location–time constrained topic (LTT), is
used to express each microblog as a probability distribution
over a number of topics. To group related microblogs, a KL
divergence-based measure is employed to gauge the similar-
ity between two microblogs. Then, another longest common
subsequence (LCS)-based measure is used for the link simi-
larity between two sequences of user microblogs. Sequences
are grouped based on spatial, temporal, and topical similar-
ities. BEVEN [78] focuses on discovering breaking events
and distinguishing real-life events from virtual events that
happen only in the online community. Therefore, it cate-
gories microblogs based on three features extracted from
the hashtags: (1) instability for temporal analysis, (2) meme
possibility to distinguish social events from virtual topics or
memes, and (3) authorship entropy for mining the most con-
tributed authors. Based on these attributes, an unsupervised
technique is used to categorizes microblogs into advertise-
ments, memes, breaking events, or miscellaneous.

The rich literature of event detection on microblogs not
only contains holistic frameworks that start with raw data
and output events to end users, but also specialized pieces of
work that are not proposing holistic frameworks; however, it
either focuses on one or more of the stages or studies a prob-
lem that is utility for event detection. We outline examples
for such work in the rest of this section.

HIEREMBED [267] focuses on mining topics that are
related to events in microblog streams. It presents an unsu-
pervised multi-view hierarchical embedding (UMHE) frame-
work that generates topics with a high accordance to the
events from a microblog stream. The framework applies
LDA to extract the feed-topic and topic-word distributions.
Therefore, for each latent topic, there are two different view
features, namely the latent word distribution and the relevant
feed collection. Then, it applies a novel multi-view Bayesian
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Table 5 Summary of techniques that detect specific types of events from microblogs data

Event Type Features Classification Event-related Info

TEDAS [203] Crimes Textual, Spatial, Temporal Lexical matching Keywords

TrafEven [212] Traffic Textual Wavelet analysis Traffic data

DynKeyGen [386] User-defined Textual Expectation maximization Dynamic keywords

EarthquakEven [292] Earthquakes Textual, Statistical, Contextual SVM Labeled data

ContraEven [269] Controversial topics Statistical, Sentiment, Linguistic Regression Labeled data

WellEven [12] Wellness Textual Novel supervised model Labeled data

TarEven [154] News-related Hashtags, Mentions, Replies Novel semi-supervised model News articles, historical tweets

STED [153] User-defined Textual, Named entities SVM News articles

PersonaLife [361] Personal life Textual, POS tags Multi-task LSTM model Labeled data

CrowdEven [142] Bus-related Sentiment, Named entities SVM Labeled data

rose tree (Mv-BRT) to refactor the latent topics into a hier-
archy. A translation-based hierarchical embedding is formu-
lated to encode the topics and relations in low dense vectors
to better capture their semantic coherence. ET-LDA [151]
proposes a joint model based on LDA to extract the topics
covered in the event and tweets, and segmenting the event into
topically coherent segments. ANCHORMF [133] solves the
event context identification problem using a matrix factoriza-
tion technique by leveraging a prevalent feature in social net-
works, namely the anchor information. A probabilistic model
is built to consider users, events, and anchors as latent factors.
An anchor selection algorithm is proposed to automatically
identify informative anchors for the model. A Gibbs sampler
and a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator are proposed to
estimate the model parameters. KEYEXTRACT [1] focuses
on extracting real-time local keywords through a time sliding
window approach. For each keyword, a probability distri-
bution over co-occurring places is estimated and used to
eliminate spatial outliers. The spatial distribution is updated
based on inserting new content and removing old content that
is expired from the sliding window. AUTOSUMMARIZE [17]
focuses on automatic summarization of Twitter posts using
three methods, namely temporal TF-IDF, retweet voting, and
temporal centroid representation. The temporal TF-IDF is
based on extracting the highest weighted terms as determined
by the TF-IDF weights for two successive time frames. The
voting method considers the highest number of retweets a
post received in the time window. The temporal centroid
method selects posts that correspond to each cluster centroid.

4.3.2 Detecting specific types of events

Another major direction of event detection research focuses
on detecting specific types of events that have a set of
distinguishing information to characterize the event, e.g.,
keywords. Examples of such events are crime events, earth-

quakes, or traffic jams. Crime events can be described by
a set of keywords, while earthquakes are characterized by
labeled training data, for example. In general, each event
type is described by a set of event-related information. Fig-
ure 11b shows a framework that utilizes the event-related
information along with incoming microblogs data to detect
events of a specific type. The framework consists of three
main stages: (a) feature extraction, (b) event classification,
and (c) visualization. The incoming microblog data is pro-
cessed to extract temporal [154], textual [154,203,212,386],
spatial [154], and sentiment features [361]. Then, the pro-
cessed data is forwarded to a classification model that uses the
event-related information to distinguish relevant data to the
event type of interest from irrelevant data. The classification
can be performed through two different types techniques,
as depicted in Fig. 10: (1) learning-based techniques [12,
142,153,154,269,292,361], such as support vector machines
(SVM) [142,153,292] and regression models [269], and
(2) lexical techniques [203,212,386]. The type of classifica-
tion is also coupled with the type of provided event-related
information that might be keywords or labeled training data.
The classified relevant microblogs are directly fed to a visu-
alizer that displays events to end users. The visualizer still
uses one of the visualization techniques that exploit aggrega-
tion, sampling, or both as presented in Sect. 4.1. Compared
to arbitrary event detection (in Sect. 4.3.1), this framework
replaces the clustering and scoring modules with a classi-
fication model that exploits the event-related information to
directly group and filter relevant data and reduce noisy output.

This framework drives the major existing work on detect-
ing different types of events. Table 5 summarizes the different
stages of each technique. The literature includes two cat-
egories of techniques based on the classification stage, as
depicted in Fig. 10: learning-based techniques and lexical

techniques. We briefly outline techniques of each category.
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Learning-based techniques. This category includes both
supervised and semi-supervised techniques. EARTHQUAKEVEN

[292] detects earthquake events through Twitter. It uses
SVM classifiers and labeled training earthquake data to
classify earthquake-related tweets. CONTRAEVEN [269]
detects controversial events through a regression classifica-
tion model along with labeled training data on well-known
controversial topics, such as Obama Nobel Peace Prize.
WELLEVEN [12] extracts wellness events from tweets. It
extracts features based on a graph-guided multi-task learning
model, and classify data based on a novel supervised model
that takes task relatedness into account. TAREVEN [154]
detects social media events that are related to news reports.
It extracts features from both tweets and news reports to find
out relevant tweets. Then, relevant tweets are splits into posi-
tive and negative examples through an EM-based refinement
algorithm and final relevance is computed based on textual,
spatial, and temporal similarities. The data is then fed to a
novel semi-supervised approach for detecting spatiotemporal
events from tweets. STED [153] proposes a semi-supervised
approach that enables automatic detection and visualization
of user-defined specific events. The framework first applies
transfer learning and label propagation to automatically gen-
erate labeled data, then learns an SVM text classifier based
on tweet mini-clusters obtained by graph partitioning. Then,
it finally applies fast spatial scan statistics to estimate the
locations of events. PERSONALIFE [361] detects personal
life events from users’ tweets using multi-task LSTM model
with attention. The system detects whether the tweet is
an explicit event, implicit event, or not an event and then
detects category of the event from predefined life events cat-
egories. CROWDEVEN [142] treats each bus-related tweet as
a microevent which can be further analyzed for event type cat-
egorization, entity extraction, and sentiment mining. It uses
CRF for entity extraction and one-against-one classification
strategy with SVM as the classifier.

Lexical techniques. TEDAS [203] detects crime events
based on crime-related keywords along with lexical match-
ing to classify relevant data. TRAFEVEN [212] detects traffic
events using related keywords along with wavelet analysis
to classify relevant tweets. DYNKEYGEN [386] proposes a
semi-supervised solution based on expectation maximiza-
tion mechanism that leverages word information to infer
tweet labels. The candidate tweets are selected based on a
set of keywords, which are generated and updated dynami-
cally based on word importance score that changes over time.

4.3.3 Event analysis

Unlike event detection techniques, where new events are out-
puts, event analysis techniques take an event as an input and
analyze its data in different ways. In specific, event anal-
ysis work focuses more on providing exploration tools for

known predefined events rather than detecting new events
that are not known beforehand. For example, the Syrian rev-
olution is a long-term event that is known beforehand with a
set of features such as keywords and locations. So, an event
analysis module is interested more in analyzing data of this
well-known event rather than discovering a new event that is
not known beforehand. Another example is King Tut festi-
val in Hayward, California. This is a short-term event that is
known beforehand with a set of keywords, locations, and a
time period. Again, an event analysis module focuses more
on analyzing data of this event without discovering any new
events. Thus, most of existing event analysis work follows a
simple framework that is depicted in Fig. 11c. The framework
has two stages: (a) filtering and (b) visualization & anal-

ysis. The filtering stage employs simple filters on different
attributes, e.g., keywords [29,237,238,327], spatial [29,327],
and temporal [29], to extract relevant microblogs to a cer-
tain event, e.g., Hurricane Sandy. Then, extracted data is
forwarded to a rich visualization module that enables end
users to analyze event data based on multiple views, e.g., map
view, aggregate views, frequent keywords, influential users,
timeline view, sentiment view, or individual microblogs. The
features of analysis and visualization views are highly vari-
ant and depend on the application and the analysis purpose.
The rest of this section presents examples of event analysis
applications in the literature.

TWEETTRACKER [327] provides an event analysis
framework for long-term events, such as Arab Spring upris-
ings, Occupy Wall Street, and US presidential elections.
Users can define new jobs to define new events to analyze.
Events data are filtered based on keywords, locations, and
usernames features. Newly incoming data is tracked based on
the event features for a long term. Then, the collected and new
data is visualized based on a time series view, geographic map
view, trending keywords view, entities view, and individual
tweets view. TweetTracker has currently collected 3.2 bil-
lion tweets, and it is adding new ∼ 700,000 tweet every day.
TWITTERPOLITICALINDEX [334] is a social media index
for US presidential elections co-developed by Twitter and
Topsy Labs, a social search and analytics company that owns
all Twitter data and is acquired by Apple Inc. [27]. The index
visualizes tweets relevant to US elections based on political
party, sentiment, locations such as states and counties, and
timeline view. TWITINFO [237,238] provides a timeline-
based event analysis framework that allows users to define
events based on relevant keywords. Then, the system collects
relevant tweets, categorizes them based on sentiment, and
organize them in timeline and map views in both aggregate
and individual data records forms. The system addresses scal-
ability problems that are associated with analyzing and visu-
alizing such large number of data records. STEVENT [29]
analyzes events based on three aspects. First, how topic initia-
tors influence popularity of the topic. Second, the impact of
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geography on popularity by partitioning the Twitter network
according to regional divisions and studying the behavior of
popular and non-popular topics. Third, the effect of topology
and the dynamics of topic spread on popularity.

4.3.4 Events andmicroblogs aggregate queries

Several aggregate querying techniques (Sect. 2.2.2) have
been motivated by detecting events from large-scale micro-
blogs data [50,225,305]. This includes detecting highly
frequent [305] and highly trending [225] keywords that
identify popular topics among users, and detecting highly
correlated keywords with different locations [50] that iden-
tify localized topics of people interests. Such techniques can
be used as scalable infrastructures to detect events from large
amount of data. However, the core research methods focus
on indexing and query processing on a large scale, which
lies in a lower-level of the data analysis stack compared to
techniques that are reviewed in this section.

4.4 Recommendations usingmicroblogs

Microblogs represent a rich and up-to-date source for
user-generated content. Therefore, they are appealing for
several recommendation applications to extract up-to-date
user preferences, which is essential to recommend relevant
items. Although recommendation applications that exploit
microblogs data are diverse, being an up-to-date source for
user preferences is the common theme that links all of them.
From a data management perspective, having such large and
highly changing data as a source of preferences introduces
significant challenges in updating recommendation models
in practice. In fact, this has triggered deep research discus-
sions in the data management community on the ability to
support recommendation models efficiently in data manage-
ment systems [109,181,191,192,295–298,362]. This clearly
makes a transformative shift toward a new generation of
recommender systems that should be able to recommend rel-
evant items accurately through updating models much more
efficient than their ancestor generations of recommender sys-
tems. Microblogs data plays a major role as a source of
preferences for this new generation of recommender systems
and the data management research community is in the heart
of addressing their challenges.

Figure 12 depicts a high-level overview about recommen-
dation techniques using microblogs. The literature includes
two major recommendation problems, recommending con-
tent and recommending friends, in addition to a set of diverse
miscellaneous recommendation applications. Such applica-
tions are as diverse as recommending news items, products,
question answers, events, and scholarly information. The rest
of this section highlights each category.

Fig. 12 An overview of recommendations using microblogs literature

Recommending user-generated content. One of the major
recommendation problems that is widely studied in the lit-
erature is recommending user-generated content, such as
recommending other microblogs to read, hashtags to search,
and mentions to post. NETREC [14] recommends tweets that
are not visible to the user, e.g., posted by friends of friends or
further, by exploiting the social network, content, and retweet
analysis. The importance of invisible tweets is initially esti-
mated by the social distance. Then, both content analysis and
user analysis are performed to rank highly relevant users to
recommend their tweets. Content analysis is based on tex-
tual analysis using bigrams, while user analysis is based on
comparing timelines and mutual retweets. BLGREC [173]
leverages and combines the user’s location, social network
feeds, and in-app actions to infer the user’s interest and
develop a personalized recommendation model. A user’s feed
is then made up of recommended content, including trend-
ing news, social network feeds, and social content, on either
local or global scales based on the user spatial interests.
TWIMER [307] performs tweet recommendations based
on formulating a query based on the user’s interest pro-
file to probabilistic language models. Then, irrelevant and
near-duplicate tweets are discarded using threshold-based
filtering, locality sensitive hashing, and tweet freshness.
SIMGRAPH [74] is a scalable recommendation model based
on a similarity graph that induces the mutual interest among
users by analyzing retweets. The probability of a certain
user to like incoming microblogs are estimated based on
a propagation model that aggregates top-k tweets and rec-
ommends them to the user. CMPREC [66] tackles a more
fundamental functionality in microblogs recommendation
through comparing two approaches to compute similarity
among microblogs with brief content: a topic-based approach
and WordNet corpus-based approach. The study shows the
superiority of WordNet corpus to catch similarity between
brief textual content of microblogs.

Hashtag and mention recommendation is another con-
tent recommendation task that is popular in the literature, so
users can easily search for their topics of interest. EMTAG-

GER [88] is a trained model for learning word embeddings
and assigning hashtags with the trained embedding system.
COGREC [186] proposes two cognitive-inspired hashtag
recommendation techniques based on the Base-Level Learn-
ing (BLL) equation: BBLI ,S and BBLI ,S,C . BLL accounts
for the time-dependent decay of item exposure in human
memory, once with the current tweet content (BBLI ,S,C )
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and once without (BBLI ,S). MRTM [204] is a personalized
hashtag recommendation model based on collaborative filter-
ing and topic modeling. It integrates user adoption behaviors,
user hashtag content, and contextual information into a joint
probabilistic latent factor model to recommend hashtags to
users. MENREC [222] addresses the problem of using both
texts and images of microblogs for mention recommenda-
tion. A cross-attention memory network is proposed which
considers the content of a tweet, interests of the user, and
interests of the author to recommend a user to be mentioned
for a certain tweet.

Recommending friends. Another recommendation prob-
lem that is widely studied in the literature by researchers from
academia and industry (specifically Twitter) is recommend-
ing users to follow to expand and enhance the social graph
connected components. TWITTOMENDER [132] started
exploiting the real-time nature of microblogs by dynam-
ically profiling the users through their recent microblogs.
Then, collaborative filtering techniques are used to recom-
mend users with similar interests. FUREC [352] tackles the
problem from a different angle and recommends top-k users
who will likely interact with microblog posts of a certain
focal user. It uses the existing follower network and cre-
ates a new network based on retweets and mentions, then
a single hybrid network is composed to recommend the new
users. The problem is also studied and realized by Twitter
Inc. [129,130,300], where substantial contributions in enrich-
ing connections between Twitter users are made. The Who

to Follow (WTF) project [129,300] started to recommend
users to follow and enrich Twitter social graph. The core
of the system is the Cassovary in-memory graph processing
engine and a novel technique for performing user recom-
mendation, called Stochastic Approach for Link-Structure

Analysis (SALSA). SALSA constructs a bipartite graph that
include the user’s circle of trust on the left side, while the right
side includes users who are followed by the users in the left
side. Then, this bipartite graph is traversed and ranking scores
are assigned, on which users are recommended accordingly.
Approximation algorithms are also provided in the second
generation of WTF to reduce the complexity of processing
hundreds of millions of users. To exploit the time aspect of
Twitter data, they added MagicRecs [130] that recommends
users who are followed by friends within certain temporal
constraints. To expand Twitter’s recommendation services,
they added content recommendation through GraphJet [300]
that is based on a bipartite graph similar to the one main-
tained in WTF system, except the right side models actual
user tweets. A random walk on this graph with a fixed proba-
bility of reset outputs a ranked list of vertices that represents
the tweets to be recommended to the user.

Miscellaneous recommendation applications. A signifi-
cant portion of the literature is recommending miscellaneous
items/users, where the common theme is using microblogs as

an up-to-date source for user preferences. NEWSREC [268]
recommends news items re-ranking based on user prefer-
ences extracted from tweets. The user tweets and RSS news
feeds are both processed by a preference extraction mod-
ule that finds out common keywords in both. Then, these
keywords are used to promote relevant news in the news
feeds timeline, so important news appear early to users.
METIS [384] recommends products based on detecting pur-
chase intent from microblogs data in near real-time fashion,
combining their model with the offline traditional models that
are similar to e-commerce website recommendations, e.g.,
Amazon. Such exploitation of real-time user-generated data
has enhanced the effectiveness of product recommendation
models. Another recommendation model that handles cold-
start problem for product recommendation exploiting user-
generated microblogs is CSPR [385]. CSPR uses data from
microblogging users with no historical purchase records to
map users’ attributes extracted from microblogs into feature
representations learned from e-commerce websites. Thus,
given a microblogging user, a personalized ranking of recom-
mended products can be generated to overcome the cold-start
problem. EVENREC [232] exploits geotagged microblogs to
recommend events from Eventbrite, a popular event organi-
zation website. The extracted events depend on microblogs
locations that are fed to item-user models. This work is
orthogonal from event recommendation in event-based social
networks [84,122,347], e.g., Meetup.com, which has differ-
ent nature compared to microblogging platforms, and thus, it
is beyond the scope of this paper. CRAQ [312] recommends
potential answers to a posted question through selecting a
group of potential authority users who are selected based
on their topically relevant microblogs. Then, the candidate
group is iteratively filtered by discarding non-informative
users, and top-k relevant microblogs are determined as
potential answers. JURY [53] recommends potential author-
ity users who are able to answer a given question. It
adapts a probabilistic model that selects a set of users so
that the probability of having wrong answer is minimized.
SCHREC [364] recommends scholarly information through
microblogs posted by researchers who post about their latest
findings or research resources. Two neural embedding meth-
ods are proposed to learn the vector representations for both
users and microblogs. Recommendation is made by measur-
ing the cosine distance of a given microblog and user.

4.5 Automatic geotagging

Geo-locations are heavily exploited in several microblogs
applications, such as localized event detection [2], geo-
targeted advertising [256], local news extraction [294], user
interest inference [126], and finding local active users [163].
With all such importance of geo-location data in microblogs
applications, still the majority of microblogs are not asso-
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Fig. 13 An overview of microblogs automatic geotagging literature

ciated with precise location information. In fact, a small
percentage (< 4%) of popular microblogging data, e.g.,
Twitter, is associated with locations sourced from user
devices. This triggered a need to associate location infor-
mation with more microblogs data automatically to exploit
as much microblogs as possible in location-aware applica-
tions. However, traditional geotagging techniques are limited
for enriching microblogs location data due to the brevity of
microblogs textual content. Such brief text contains a lot of
abbreviations and noisy words that make it hard for named
entity recognizers to extract accurate places and locations.
In this section, we give an overview about new techniques
in the literature that are designed to extract locations from
microblogs data. Although traditional geotagging techniques
purely depend on linguistic analysis to extract locations,
recent geotagging techniques on microblogs go beyond this
to identify top-k locations for both users and data records, as
elaborated later in this section. This recent paradigm over-
laps and makes use of certain indexing and query processing
techniques from the data management literature. Thus, auto-
matic geotagging on microblogs is leaning toward making
more use of data management infrastructures in addition to
the linguistic techniques.

Figure 13 classifies the literature at high-level into tech-
niques that use a single microblog record at a time for
geotagging and techniques that use collections of microblogs.
Figure 14 shows frameworks for the two types of tech-
niques. In fact, most of microblogs geotagging techniques
in the literature depend on classification models to assign
location(s) to one microblog at a time. Figure 14a shows
a geotagging framework that is induced based on exist-
ing work on microblogs. The framework consists of two
stages. The first stage is a feature extraction stage that
extracts keywords and named entities places from the brief
textual content of training microblogs. The extracted key-
words and places are used to train the classification model.
For each incoming microblog, the classifier assigns a loca-
tion based on its textual content features. The location
classification is performed through different models, such
as probabilistic models [199,274,291], multinomial naive
Bayes [141], lexical matching [158], ensemble of statistical
and heuristic classifiers [235], pure place entity recogni-
tion [210], gazetteer verification [13,95], and matrix factor-
ization [94].

A common problem in these techniques is the trade-off
between error distance and classification precision. The pre-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14 Frameworks for microblogs automatic geotagging

cision is significantly dropped down for the practical margins
of error distance, which represents the distance between
actual location and predicted location. For example, with
error within 100 m, the precision ranges from 10–20% for dif-
ferent techniques. On increasing the error distance to 30 KM,
the precision is raised to 60–80%. With 100+ KM error dis-
tance, the precision reaches 80–90%. Therefore, accurate
location prediction provides very low precision where over
90% of data is mistakenly geo-located. On the other hand, the
significant increase of error distance makes predicted loca-
tions not useful for practical applications.

To overcome this problem, a state-of-the-art techn-
ique [199] proposed to process microblogs as collections
instead of individual records as depicted in Fig. 14b. The
technique is collecting all microblogs of each user as one
collection and perform exact and fuzzy location extrac-
tion on them to identify all possible locations for this user.
Then, top-k locations for each user are predicted and iden-
tified as the most likely locations where the user is posting
microblogs. When a new microblog arrives, a set of top-k
locations are extracted from microblogs content and meta-
data. Then, the k microblog locations and the k user locations
are fed into a location refinement module that predicts the
final top-k microblog locations. This technique has shown
tremendous enhancement in prediction precision and recall
(95+%) within 100 m error distance, which is the threshold
for accurate location prediction.

4.6 Other analysis tasks

The reviewed analysis tasks in previous sections represent
the major high-level analysis tasks on microblogs that are of
interest to the community of data management and analysis
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researchers. However, the microblogs literature and applica-
tions are so rich to enumerate all possible analysis types or
techniques. In fact, other analysis are sporadically addressed
on microblogs in both (1) academic community, such as news
extraction [268,294], topic extraction [143,201,277], sum-
marization [47,96,119], situational awareness [289,303], and
resource needs matching [41,42], and (2) industrial commu-
nity, such as geo-targeted advertising [256] and generic social
media analysis [324,382]. Yet, the reviewed literature repre-
sents the main performed high-level analysis tasks that span
a wide variety of interests, applications, and novel research
challenges as well as future research opportunities.

5 Conclusions and future directions

This paper has provided a comprehensive review for major
research work and systems for microblogs data management
and the corresponding analysis tasks. The paper categorized
the literature into three parts: data indexing and querying,
data management systems, and data analysis, where each
part is further divided into sub-topics. The data indexing
and querying part has reviewed microblogs query languages,
individual indexing and query processing techniques, and
main-memory management techniques. The systems part
has reviewed characteristics of different genres of big data
systems, e.g., batch processing systems, big data indexing
systems, and key-value stores, in terms of their adequacy to
handle microblogs query workloads. It has also discussed
challenges and solutions that are provided through these sys-
tems for fast data, highlighting their potential limitations to
handle certain microblogs applications. The data analysis
part provided a detailed roadmap for the major analysis tasks
that are directly or indirectly make use of the data manage-
ment literature: visual analysis, user analysis, event detection
and analysis, recommendations, and automatic geotagging.
For each task, we presented a generic framework, when appli-
cable, that is induced from major techniques in the literature
and drives main research innovations for this task. In addition,
we classified the literature based on the major component of
this framework to provide better understanding for differ-
ent techniques and highlight existing challenges and future
opportunities in this research direction.

The rich literature of research on microblogs data faces
several big challenges and is still rich with opportunities on
different fronts. In terms of data management, there are sev-
eral research opportunities in real-time indexing, query opti-
mization, and system-level integration. For real-time index-
ing, the microblogs literature does not provide a comprehen-
sive study for supporting spatial-keyword queries on real-
time data. This has not been studied before either in exist-
ing spatial-keyword querying techniques [54–56,63–65,69,
72,73,127,196,200,206,219,223,233,234,343,371,373] that

focus on traditional static datasets, e.g., restaurants, or
in existing microblog indexing that considers the spatial-
keyword combination only in aggregate queries that retrieve
frequent or trending keywords [50,225,305]. Existing spe-
cialized systems for microblogs supports two separate
indexes, a keyword index and a spatial index, as a generic
option that allows supporting various queries with few sys-
tem assets. However, it is not clear how much performance
is lost compared to hybrid indexing strategies. Quantifying
such performance losses will enable better understanding for
parameters that control querying performance on different
indexes, which in turn will allow optimizing each index. Such
understanding contributes to developing query optimization
models for real-time data management as elaborated below.
In addition to spatial-keyword queries, social information is
still underutilized in supporting scalable personalized queries
on real-time microblogs data. Although there exist few tech-
niques that exploit this information [205,211], these queries
still suffer from inherent scalability limitations due to the
overhead of supporting hundreds of millions of users while
sustaining efficient data digestion, indexing, and querying in
real time.

Despite the richness of exploring real-time indexing
on microblogs, there is almost no work on studying the
implications of these novel indexing techniques on query
optimization models. For example, the traditional selectiv-
ity estimation models assume relatively stable index content
that is dominated by read operations and encounter much
less write operations. This assumption does not hold on
microblogs real-time indexes that have highly dynamic con-
tent. In addition, microblogs indexes are segmented based
on temporal and spatial ranges, which gives a room for esti-
mation model compression to serve such excessive amount
of data with limited storage requirements. In general, the
implications of new real-time indexing techniques on tra-
ditional query optimization models need to be revisited on
microblogs.

Integrating all existing and future techniques of microb-
logs data management in end-to-end systems is a must to
widen the impact of existing data management technol-
ogy in microblogs applications. Recently, extensive efforts
started to develop end-to-end systems to support microblogs
data as elaborated in Sect. 3. However, there is still a gap
between the available research techniques and their appli-
cability for system-level integration. For example, existing
aggregate queries techniques face challenges to be integrated
with microblogs systems as they cannot be supported effi-
ciently using existing indexes and require separate indexes.
This is not favorable from system point of view to main-
tain additional indexes. So, new ways need to be innovated
to integrate aggregate data structures within index cells of
non-aggregate queries at a system level. Another example is
flushing policies that are way developed in separate indexes
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than the ones supported at system level. This due to a lack
of integration techniques that allow flexible flushing policies
while maintaining the real-time performance.

In terms of data analysis, there are several untackled chal-
lenges on two levels: enhancing the analysis modules and
integrating them with microblogs systems to extend their
functionality for enriching and facilitating microblogs appli-
cations. There are many examples that can be induced from
the reviewed literature. We will highlight few of them in
different analysis areas. First, developing a unified event
detection framework that allows users to express different
types of event-based queries. Such framework will exploit the
rich literature of event detection and analysis on microblogs
to provide common utilities that allow effective and efficient
event queries. Second, real-time geotagging of microblogs
data. Although recent work started to tackle this problem [94,
95], there are still challenges in reducing the geotagging time
due to the high computational cost of this task. Achieving the
goal of attaching locations to microblogs as they come will
widely impact a plethora of location-aware applications that
are built on top of microblogs. Third, integrating the rich
literature of user analysis techniques with the scalable data
management infrastructures, e.g., indexes and query proces-
sors, in microblogs systems. Such integration will allow a
variety of user-centric applications to be supported at scale.
Fourth, developing a unified recommendation framework
that exploits microblogs data and allow users to express a
variety of recommendation queries flexibly. Such framework
will serve a diverse set of applications that are reviewed in
Sect. 4.4. The envisioned unified framework could exploit
existing work on supporting generic recommendation queries
in data management systems [198,296–298].

In addition to enhancing different analysis modules, there
is a dire need to integrate such rich literature of analy-
sis techniques with microblogs data systems to widen the
impact of microblogs research in a practical sense. Such
integration will have tremendous impact of a plethora of
applications that benefit the society, the research community,
and business applications, including public health, disaster
response, public safety, and education. The feasible way to
achieve such goal is abstracting different analysis tasks on
microblogs into basic building blocks that can be supported in
microblogs systems, inspired by SELECT-PROJECT-JOIN
building blocks in SQL database management systems. Such
task is huge and shall be started with developing generic
frameworks for different analysis tasks, as discussed earlier
for event detection and recommendations as well as provided
throughout Sect. 4.

Appendix

A Orthogonal research directions

This appendix gives an overview about sentiment and seman-
tic analysis in microblogs as an example of an orthogonal
research direction, from the natural language processing lit-
erature, that does not exploit much of the data management
infrastructures. The appendix highlights the differences of
new techniques on microlength data with the correspond-
ing techniques on traditional long data. For detailed surveys
about these topics, the reader can refer to [80,117].

A.1 Sentiment analysis

Sentiment analysis automatically discovers the polarity of
feelings expressed in a chunk of text, e.g., a citizen posts
positive or negative opinions about certain election candi-
date. Traditional sentiment analysis techniques make use of
the microblogs brevity to enhance the classification accuracy
of user sentiment. As reported in [46], using a traditional
sentiment classification technique on microblogs boosts the
accuracy up to 10% higher for binary sentiment. This boost
is an absolute advantage of the content brevity that makes it
less confusing and more decisive to catch positive and nega-
tive feelings in user-generated content. However, microblogs
brevity introduces both challenges and differences com-
pared with traditional data. For example, feature extraction
is more challenging due to lots of abbreviations and noise,
e.g., extracting meaningful keywords is harder. In addition,
compared with traditional data where sentiment is analyzed
on three different level, document level, sentence level, and
entity level, microblogs short content mostly limits the sen-
timent scope to a single sentence or a single entity that
represents the whole microdocument. Moreover, microblogs
come with additional advantageous features that were not
available in traditional data, such as links, user information,
and their interactions with different topics. Thus, the senti-
ment analysis research on microblogs has addressed a wider
variety of challenges compared with traditional sentiment
analysis. In this section, we give an overview about this rich
literature.

Figure 15 depicts an overview of the microblogs sentiment
analysis literature. The major techniques can be catego-
rized into four main categories, namely, machine learning

techniques, lexical techniques, hybrid techniques, and mis-

cellaneous techniques. The machine learning techniques
represent the majority of techniques in the literature. It
could be further categorized into four sub-categories as
depicted in Fig. 15, namely, supervised, classifier ensem-

ble, deep learning, and semi-supervised. The first sub-
category of techniques use supervised machine learning,
i.e., traditional classifiers [4,36,67,87,202,220,254,255,276,
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Fig. 15 An overview of microblogs sentiment analysis literature

281,318,351,393]. The differences among these techniques
are the classifier type, stages, and features used to dis-
tinguish sentiment. The major used classifiers are support
vector machines (SVM) [4,5,31,35,39,83,87,120,131,160,
164,172,180,248,262,275,306], (multinomial) naive Bayes
(MNB and NB) [31,35,120,131,247,262], k-nearest neigh-
bor (kNN) [31,82], MaxEnt [92,120,180], random for-
est (RF) [89,319], logistic regression [36,202,393], and
AdaBoost [185]. The used features include different types
of language-based features such as unigrams [5,35,120,
164,247,262], bigrams [35,120,262], trigrams [262], n-
grams [82,180,185,248], and POS tags [5,39,120,180,185,
247,248,262], microblog-specific features [185,248] such as
retweets [39], hashtags [35,39,164], emotions [35,39,164,
180], links [35,39], and other features such as punctuation-
based [5,82,180,248], pattern-based [5,35,82,164,180,248]
and semantic-based [180,247].

To enhance the classification accuracy, techniques of the
second sub-category ensemble multiple classifiers [61,70,
75,79,86,136,172,185,194,208,244,266,317,363]. The set of
used features is almost identical to the single classifier
techniques, while the used classification algorithms are over-
lapping but not identical. In specific, SVM [79,136,266],
NB [70,136], MNB [79], logistic regression [79,136,208],
and AdaBoost [185] are still used, while new classifiers
are also introduced such as neural models [86,136,363] and
Bayes network [136]. A third sub-category is deep learn-
ing, which is an emerging field in machine learning. In the
past few years, deep learning is getting increasing popular-
ity and many learning problems migrated to deep learning
frameworks. Deep learning offers a black box of neural net-
works that are trained with huge amounts of data that offer
better accuracy over traditional classifiers. In the case of
microblog platforms, huge amount of data is generated daily,
which has motivated the use of deep learning techniques
for sentiment analysis on microblogs. Existing deep learning
techniques is exploited in short textual contexts in two-step
fashion [37,62,71,86,90,134,147,148,165,265,280,288,321,

322,337,342,359]. It first learns word embeddings, and then,
it applies them to produce representations for the text senti-
ment.

The main limitation of all supervised techniques, either
with single classifier, multiple classifiers, or deep learn-
ing models, is the sensitivity to dataset size. For increasing
their performance, there is a high reliance on the manually
annotated labels which is extremely expensive. To allevi-
ate this problem, distance supervision has been employed
where the labels are generated based on the emoticons
and hashtags [258,310]. However, this approach did not
perform well. This encouraged a fourth sub-category of
semi-supervised techniques to rise. The semi-supervised
techniques rely on both a small set of manually annotated
data as well as unlabeled data to train the model. They
can be further divided into three main types as depicted in
Fig. 15: graph-based, wrapper-based, and topic-based tech-
niques. The graph-based techniques [77,313,320,344] use
label propagation to label the unlabeled training data based on
the similarity metric between two nodes in the graph. Then,
a classifier is trained and used as previous techniques. The
wrapper-based techniques [44,45,214,215,380] rely either on
self-training [44,45,380] or co-training [214,215]. In both
types, the classification process is an iterative process, start-
ing with the initial labeled data, classify the other unlabeled
data, and use the high confident ones in the next iteration
of the classification till all data is labeled or it hits the
maximum number of iterations. The difference between the
self-training and the co-training is that in self-training only
one classifier is used, whereas in the co-training two clas-
sifiers with different feature sets are used to provide two
different views for the data. The more confident classification
within the two classifiers is chosen to be within the labeled
data in the next iteration. The last semi-supervised types
are topic-based techniques [11,123,139,166,241,301,355],
where topic information is extracted with sentiment anal-
ysis simultaneously under the observation that the context of
the content affects the sentiment.

The second major category in Fig. 15 is lexical tech-
niques [30,146,152,207,260,278,299,323,340], where a pre-
defined list of positive and negative words is employed
to classify the sentiment of the new microblog. There
are two main sub-categories in lexical techniques, namely
dictionary-based and corpus-based. The dictionary-based
techniques [30,146,152,207,299,340] use dictionaries as lex-
ical resources and approximate lexical matching techniques
are used to account for microblogs noise and abbreviations.
The corpus-based technique [278] uses statistical or seman-
tic methods to match incoming data with existing lexical
resources. The third major category in Fig. 15 is hybrid tech-
niques [107,115,175,177,182,189,376] that combine both
machine learning and lexical methods to detect microblogs
sentiment. These techniques use lexical terms either to train
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a machine learning model or to filter data in a first stage that
is fed to a classifier for further processing on a second stage.

Other miscellaneous techniques are proposed for micro-
blogs sentiment analysis. CONSENT [183] uses concept
analysis to determine sentiment based on associated topic.
APPSENT [184] uses appraisal terms to outperform super-
vised techniques. SOCIOSENT [150] uses sociological infor-
mation in the supervised learning process to improve the
performance. CHINESENTIMENT [365] proposes a rule-
based model for analyzing sentiment features of different
linguistic components, and a corresponding methodology for
calculating sentiment using emoticon elements as auxiliary
affective factors.

A.2 Semantic analysis

Semantic analysis is a popular analysis task that is widely
used in microblogs literature for different applications,
such as topic modeling [339], knowledge extraction [309],
community detection [190,311], stance detection [390], sen-
timent analysis [182], event analysis [48,261], effective
microblog retrieval and ranking [379], and user recommen-
dations [106]. This task automates discovering the meanings
of a chunk of text by discovering semantic relationships
that relate to real-world entities, such as places, persons,
and organizations. For example, a text like Trump to cam-

paign for Cindy Hyde-Smith in Mississippi can be related to
two persons, Trump and Cindy Hyde-Smith, and one place,
Mississippi. This relatedness connects the input text to a
predefined set of semantic concepts or categories that are
commonly extracted from human-contributed content, such
as Wikipedia, or professionally maintained ontologies, such
as FOAF and DBpedia ontologies. Such type of analysis used
to be performed on long chunks of text, e.g., news articles,
blog posts, or web documents. However, in microblogs, the
textual content is very short and contains a plenty of abbre-
viations, informality, and noisy terms. Such brevity hurts the
performance of traditional semantic analysis techniques, as
shown in [242], that depend on lexical matching and search-
based retrieval in, for example, Wikipedia concepts.

To overcome the brevity problem, a general theme of
semantic analysis research on microblogs is exploring dif-
ferent ways to enrich the microblogs short textual content
to enable accurate semantic relations discovery. Existing
techniques in the literature can be categorized into four
categories, as depicted in Fig. 16, based on the source of

Fig. 16 An overview of microblogs semantic analysis literature

enrichment through: external documents-based techniques,
machine learning-based techniques, hashtag-based tech-

niques, and lexical techniques. Techniques of the first cate-
gory [57,113,339,350] depend on linking the microblog short
document to external long documents, e.g., news articles or
web documents, which allow traditional semantic analysis
techniques to be applied with high precision. TOSEM [339]
performs semantic enrichment based on explicit web links
that are included in the microblog to associate the linked
web document. Then, it extracts both named entities and
top-k terms from the web document to be appended to the
microblog as auxiliary terms. NWSEM [57] identifies online
news articles that are related to the microblog post in order
to extract named entities and include them in the user pro-
file as semantic tags. USRSEM [350] explores semantics
of user interactions, specifically retweets and links that are
embedded in tweets, and their role in inferring notions such
as quality of user relationships, trust, and other attributes
of user relationships. This could be applied to re-ranking
microblogs based on importance, user interest, quality, etc.
DISEM [113] maps microblog posts to Wikipedia articles,
then use the Wikipedia ontology for semantic categorization.

The second category is machine learning-based tech-
niques [110,149,216,217,242,287,311,370] that use either:
(1) clustering to group different related microblogs and use
their collective content to semantically label the whole clus-
ter, or (2) classification that exploits annotated training data
as an external source of information to learn different seman-
tic classes of new microblogs. TRSEM [370] introduces
a novel transfer learning approach, namely transfer latent
semantic learning, that utilizes a large number of tagged doc-
uments with rich information from domain-specific sources
to discover latent semantics of the abbreviated text. ACC-

SEM [149] clusters related microblogs and use the collective
content of each cluster to automatically assign semanti-
cally meaningful labels. The semantic labels are solicited
from external knowledge sources, such as Wikipedia and
WordNet, based on informative fragments parsed from
microblogs contents. ADSEM [242] uses SVM and naive
Bayes classifiers to enhance the precision of mapping tweets
to Wikipedia-based concepts. For this, it obtains an initial
ranked list of candidate concepts through lexical match-
ing, language modeling, and traditional techniques. Then,
annotated training data is used to train classifiers that fur-
ther classify microblogs based on different feature vectors
to the correct semantic category, which significantly boosts
both precision and recall. NOMSEM [216] uses SVM clas-
sifiers to identify nominal predicates in tweets. Then, a
factor graph for each nominal predicate is constructed and
joined with graphs of other predicates so their semantic argu-
ments are jointly resolved. COMSEM [311] clusters related
microblogs to detect user groups within sub-communities.
Then, a probabilistic model is employed to measure the
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semantic, or topical, coherence of the user group and filter out
non-coherent groups. GEOSEM [314] clusters microblogs
based on spatial, temporal, and semantic features, including
LDA topics, to evaluate the performance of combining dif-
ferent features in retrieving insights from microblogs data.
ST-SRL [217] proposes a semi-supervised self-training
approach that utilizes a small training dataset to label unla-
beled tweets in an iterative way to increase the training
dataset size. Labeled data records with highest confidence
from two different labelers are used to enhance the classifica-
tion accuracy in the following iterations. VECSEM [110] has
performed a unique study that explores the effect of chang-
ing microblog-specific semantic representation features on
the performance of semantic prediction. It studies a set of 13
microblog-specific prediction tasks to understand both tex-
tual and social aspects of different representations.

The third category is hashtag-based techniques [38,264,
345]. Hashtags are user-defined tags included in microblog
posts, which indicate the discussed topics and enable posts
related to the same topics to be searched easily. These hash-
tags are used in different ways to discover latent semantic
content in microblogs. SMOB [264] uses hashtags as seeds
to generate potential related links to web documents and
ontology entries from both FOAF and DBpedia ontologies.
Then, relevant semantic relations to the discovered enti-
ties are appended to the microblog. ENTSEM [38] enriches
semantics through retrieving a ranked list of the top-k hash-
tags that are relevant to a user’s query and segments them
into relevant individual words. Then, it retrieves a set of
Wikipedia articles that are related to tweet text, hashtags, and
segmented hashtags. HGTM [345] introduces a new topic
model through using hashtags to determine semantic relat-
edness to each other through a graph structure. A graph of
hashtag relatedness is constructed using probabilistic mod-
els; then, related hashtags are grouped in coherent topics.

The fourth category is lexical techniques [9,10,48,81,106,
179,261,273,309,392] that improve traditional techniques
that are used for long text to be effective for short tex-
tual microblog content. INDUCSEM [273] induces semantic
entities using lexical pattern-based approach that match
microblog text with seed keywords of each semantic cate-
gory, e.g., food, sports, or vehicles. KNOSEM [309] uses
lexical resources that include corpus and POS-tagged terms
to label tweets with semantic frames for knowledge extrac-
tion purposes. EVESEM [261] analyzes word co-occurrences
to discover relationships among word pairs. Then, such fea-
tures are used to calculate the pairwise similarity of tweets
for event detection purposes. HIVSEM [10] uses lexical
matching techniques to analysis the presence of an HIV
prevention drug on Twitter. PLCSEM [179] extracts place
semantics through LDA topic modeling from a collection
of microblogs to abstract their content through probabilistic
models into a set of coherent topics. Then, the extracted place

semantics is analyzed for temporal changes, e.g., a sports
arena could evolve over time to be a place for concerts and
exhibitions. MONSEM [48] uses lexical matching to match
microblog content with semantic knowledge bases to mon-
itor unexpected events on social media. LIKSEM [9] uses
semantic user attributes to enhance link prediction among
social media users. RETSEM [392] uses lexical seman-
tic features to enhance microblogs retrieval performance.
TRISEM [81] uses semantic relevance to filter tweets based
on Wikipedia concepts and trigrams. RECSEM [106] uses
semantic relatedness to recommend users to follow. It links
users to Wikipedia through lexical and disambiguation algo-
rithms; then, similar users are recommended.
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